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and reconnect with the freedom of the unknown
and the unforeseen.
Cinema, by its very essence, allows us to make
this escape, even if, very often, it is to open our
eyes to better understand the world around us.
A dozen films, a discussion and a major photography exhibition will give us the opportunity to
explore and examine these dreams of escape,
including the dream of escaping the system that
we live in.

A year ago, in the middle of a pandemic, who would have thought that,
a year later, we would still be dealing
with the consequences of the health
crisis and – once again – adapting to
the various restrictions?

This year, the spotlight is on Slovenia, which is
celebrating 30 years of independence and currently holds the Presidency of the Council of the
European Union. Slovenian cinema is represented
by six feature-length films and four shorts. It is
also a Slovenian group that will have the honour
of kicking off the musical side of the festival, at an
opening concert that promises to be particularly
intense.

Although we are still in this situation, the 2021 festival has every chance of more closely resembling
normality. And while the hybrid format remains
in place, we are definitely moving away from the
virtual and back towards more in-person events.

Altogether there will be three concerts and two
cine-concerts for our festivalgoers to discover.
Capacity at the concerts may be reduced, but
the energy and creativity will be overflowing.
The fourteenth edition of the festival will feature
many other events: dialogues, discussions, thematic evenings, events for professionals, four
Luxembourgish (co-)productions and a wider
programme for our younger audience.

Our loyal audience should still be able to enjoy
nearly all the things that make up our identity: a
friendly atmosphere, a sense of community and a
multidisciplinary approach. The return of special
guests (over thirty this year), film discussions and
standing concerts with considerably increased
capacity will give many people a taste of something approaching normality. Of course, all these
events will be organised in strict compliance with
the health rules that make them possible, while
ensuring the minimum required social distancing.
We hope that film fans will flock back to darkened
cinemas and find the distinctive features of our
artistic line. After a year of almost no festivals,
there was an amazing range of films to choose
from and in casting our net wide we managed to
catch some rare pearls, both in competition and
in other sections. We are also proud to present a
new jury this year – the Young Talents Jury – which
will allow future film professionals to reward
young directors.
The choice of this year’s thematic cycle was quite
obvious. After months of lockdown, we have all
been dreaming of escape: from our immediate
surroundings, from our daily routine or from our
country, so that we can feel a sense of renewal

We hope that this year’s festival – just as in the
past or perhaps even more so – will allow you to
escape down a path of discovery and reflection,
while also providing you with opportunities to
exchange and share experiences. Thank you for
coming and thank you for supporting us by being
here, especially in the current circumstances!
Finally, we would like to thank all the people and
all the organisations that have made this year’s
festival possible and that make it a success: partners, guests, team members, volunteers, technicians – the list goes on and on! We hope that each
and every one of you has a wonderful time at this
the fourteenth edition of CinEast!

The CinEast
team

Bienvenue
à la 14ème
édition

routine ou de notre pays pour renouer avec la
liberté, l’inconnu et l’imprévu. Le cinéma, de par
son essence, nous permet cette évasion, même
si c’est souvent pour mieux nous ouvrir les yeux
sur ce qui nous entoure. Une dizaine de films, un
débat et une grande exposition de photographie
seront l’occasion d’explorer et de questionner ces
rêves d’évasion, y compris d’évasion du système
dans lequel nous vivons.

Il y a un an, en pleine pandémie, personne n’imaginait qu’il nous faudrait
encore aujourd’hui composer avec
les conséquences de la pandémie et
nous adapter, à nouveau, aux différentes restrictions.

Nos projecteurs sont braqués cette année sur la
Slovénie, pays qui célèbre le 30eme anniversaire
de son indépendance et assure la présidence du
Conseil de l’UE. Le cinéma slovène est représenté
par six longs-métrages et quatre courts-métrages.
C’est aussi à un groupe slovène que reviendra
l’honneur d’inaugurer le volet musical du
festival – un concert d’ouverture qui s’annonce
particulièrement intense.

Bien que cela soit le cas, l’édition 2021 a cependant toutes les chances d’être plus proche de la
normalité et, même si elle reste hybride, le curseur
revient nettement du virtuel vers le présentiel.
Nos fidèles spectateurs devraient retrouver la
plupart de ce qui a toujours fait l’identité de notre
évènement : proximité, convivialité et pluridisciplinarité. Le retour des invités en présentiel
(une trentaine cette année), des ciné-débats, des
concerts debout et des jauges substantiellement
augmentées auront sans doute, pour beaucoup,
le gout d’un quasi retour à la normale. Bien
entendu tout cela dans le strict respect du cadre
règlementaire et en garantissant un minimum de
distanciation.
Nous espérons que les spectateurs reviendront
en nombre dans les salles obscures et qu’ils y
retrouveront les marqueurs de notre ligne
artistique. Après une année quasi-blanche de
festivals, le nombre de films disponibles était
impressionnant. Cela nous a permis de remonter
dans nos filets de nombreuses perles rares, que
ce soit en compétition ou dans d’autres sections.
Un nouveau jury fait son apparition cette année –
le jury Jeunes talents – qui permettra à de futurs
professionnels du cinéma de récompenser des
réalisateurs débutants.
Le cycle thématique de cette édition a quasiment été une évidence. Après des mois de
confinement nous rêvions tous de nous évader :
de notre environnement de vie immédiat, de la

En tout, ce sont trois concerts et deux ciné-concerts
que le public pourra découvrir, certes avec une
jauge réduite mais débordant d’énergie et de créativité. De nombreux autres évènements jalonneront
cette 14ème édition : rencontres, débats, soirées
thématiques, évènements pour les professionnels,
quatre (co-)productions luxembourgeoises et une
programmation renforcée pour le jeune public.
Nous espérons que cette édition sera pour vous,
autant ou même davantage que par le passé,
une plateforme d’évasion, de découverte et de
réflexion, mais également de rencontre et de partage. Un grand merci d’être là et de nous soutenir
par votre présence, tout particulièrement dans le
contexte actuel !
Nous tenons à remercier toutes les personnes et
organisations qui ont rendu possible cette édition
et contribuent à en assurer le succès: partenaires,
invités, membres de l’équipe, bénévoles, techniciens... la liste est très longue. À tous, nous vous
souhaitons des moments agréables et surtout
enrichissants lors de cette 14ème édition !

L’équipe
de CinEast

The
Family
of Man
UNESCO
Memory of
the World

www.steichencollections-cna.lu

My Shadow, Toni Frissell, 1944. Library of Congress

Clervaux Castle, Luxembourg

C

official
competition

The seven films included in the official competition
of the 14th edition of CinEast will compete for
the Grand Prix and the Special Jury Prize
awarded by the International Jury, as well as for
the Critics’ Prize awarded by the Press Jury.
This year, for the first time, a Young Talents Jury
will pick their favourite among five first or second
feature films on the festival programme competing
for the Young Talents Award.

The festival audience will choose the winner of
the Audience Award. The festival-goers will cast
their votes at both physical and online screenings.
Spectators of the Short film marathons will choose
the winners of the Audience Awards for Short
Films in three categories (fiction, animation and
documentary).
The award-winning films will be announced
at the Awards Ceremony held in Kinepolis
Kirchberg on 23 October.

FILMS IN COMPETITION

Celts

Forest – I See You Everywhere

Inventory

Miracle

Murina

Never Gonna Snow Again

by Milica Tomović

by Darko Sinko

by Antoneta Alamat Kusijanović

by Bence Fliegauf

by Bogdan George Apetri

by Małgorzata Szumowska and Michał Englert

Saving One Who Was Dead
by Václav Kadrnka
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international
jury
Radu Jude

director
PRESIDENT OF THE JURY
Radu Jude is a Romanian director and screenwriter. With
dozens of film awards, including Berlin, Karlovy Vary,
Locarno and Sundance, Radu Jude is one of the most
prominent personalities of contemporary Romanian cinema. Creator of thought-provoking films that subtly defy
the audience's expectations, he explores the intricate
relationships between present and past, fact, fiction and
historical memory through dark chapters in his country's history. Radu Jude graduated in film directing from
the Media University of Bucharest in 2003. As an assistant director he worked
on Costa-Gavras' Amen (2002) and Cristi Puiu's The Death of Mr. Lazarescu
(2004). He has made around a hundred commercials and several short films,
including the most awarded Romanian short film ever, The Tube with a Hat
(2006). After the release of his debut feature The Happiest Girl in the World
(2009), a satire of the conditions in Romanian society, he was considered to
be another film-maker drawing on the aesthetic principles of the Romanian
New Wave. In his third film Aferim! (2015), which won the 2015 Berlinale
Silver Bear for the Best Director, however, he changed direction and style.
He went to the distant past and instead of contemporary events, he drew inspiration from historical sources. The international premiere of his documentary essay The Dead Nation in Locarno 2017, with its focus on the anti-Semitic
crimes of Romanian fascism, thematically anticipated his black-humoured
historical disputation I Do Not Care If We Go Down in History as Barbarians
(2018), which won the Crystal Globe for the Best Film in Karlovy Vary in 2018.
In 2020, Jude returned to the Berlin International Film Festival with his film
Uppercase Print, and one year later, in 2021, he won the Berlinale Golden
Bear for Bad Luck Banging or Loony Porn.

Michaela Pavlátová
director

Michaela Pavlátová is a Czech animator and filmmaker.
Her short animation films (Words, Words, Words, Repete, Tram)
have received numerous awards at international film festivals
including an Oscar nomination, Annecy Cristal, Golden Bear at
the Berlinale and the Grand Prix at the International Animation
Festival Hiroshima. Besides animation, Michaela has directed two live action
films, Faithless Games (2003) and Night Owls (2008). In 2021 she finished
the feature animation film My Sunny Maad, which premiered in the official
competition of the prestigious Annecy International Animation Film Festival,
receiving the Jury Award. She is the chair of the Animation Department at
FAMU Film School in Prague.
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international
jury
Nicolas Steil

producer and director
Nicolas Steil is a Luxembourgish producer and director. In 1986,
he founded his own production company, “Iris Productions”.
He has now produced and co-produced more than fifty films
including, recently, two seasons of the international hit series
Bad Banks, the western Never Grow Old directed by Ivan Kavanagh and Jayro
Bustamante’s second feature Tremors (2019). In addition to his career as
a producer, Nicolas Steil has directed five plays, collaborated on several movie
scripts and directed two feature films: Undercover War (2009) and The Way
to Happiness (2021), which premiered at the Angoulême Francophone Film
Festival in August 2021.

Céline Masset

co-director of Brussels IFF
Céline Masset is a Belgian festival organiser and programmer.
She graduated in art history, archaeology, screenplay analysis and
writing from the Université Libre de Bruxelles. In 1998, together
with Pascal Hologne, she founded the Brussels Short Film Festival,
and in 2005, the “Be Film Festival” entirely devoted to Belgian cinema. In 2000
and 2002, she collaborated with the biennial Mediterranean Film Festival in
Brussels as a press officer and from 2001 to 2004 she worked as an assistant
to the president of the Union of French-speaking film producers. In 2016, she
co-founded the Belgian Short Film Agency. Since 2018, she has been the codirector and programmer of the Brussels International Film Festival.

Larisa Faber

actress and director
Larisa Faber was born in Romania and raised in Luxembourg.
She trained at Drama Centre London and works throughout
Europe in five languages. Her acting credits include TV series
Bad Banks (ZDF/arte), Capitani II (Samsa/RTL) or the feature
film Angelo by the acclaimed Austrian director Markus Schleinzer. She writes
for the stage and screen, mainly in English. Her plays have been staged in
Luxembourg, Germany and in the U.K. Her short film Dacă ne deșteptăm (If We
Smarten Up) has won numerous international awards. She is currently playing
the lead in a feature film by Polish-German director Anna Maria Roznowska and
writing a play about a female whistleblower, opening in 2022.
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press
jury
Teresa Vena
Cineuropa

Teresa Vena is a Swiss film critic. She studied history, art history
and Spanish philology at the University of Geneva. She has
since worked as a curator in the field of visual arts and film and
as a film critic for various online and print media. She has initiated several thematic film series and festivals, such as Prachtige Films!, focused
on films from the Netherlands and Flanders, as well as the only festival in
Germany dedicated to films from Switzerland, Film:Schweiz. Her main areas
of interest and research include films from Asia, Latin America and Europe.

Tobias Keßler

Saarbrücker Zeitung
Tobias Keßler is a reporter and culture editor for The Saarbrücker Zeitung, writing about films, art, music and literature.
He studied English and German literature and history in
Freiburg. Since 1997, he has been working for The Saarbrücker
Zeitung; additionally, he writes articles for the culture magazine Opus, and
the film magazine Deadline. Some of his reviews and interviews can be
consulted at kinoblog.sz-medienhaus.de.

Gabrielle Seil
Revue

Gabrielle Seil is a Luxembourgish journalist, writer and film
critic. She first worked as a bank employee before becoming
a freelance author, translator and collaborator of the weekly
d´Lëtzebuerger Land and its literary supplement Livres-Bücher,
and of Radio 100,7. She writes about literature, cinema and culture. Furthermore, she has authored award-winning short stories and co-authored projects
dedicated to Luxembourg, such as Luxemburg. Eine fotographische Reise
im Heißluftballon (2003) and Echternach und seine Springprozession (2007).
She is a member of the Luxembourg Film Critic Association.

In collaboration with
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young talents
jury

In 2021, the CinEast festival, in collaboration and with
the support of one of its main partners, Kulczyk Investments,
introduces a brand new award – the Young Talents Award.
Five films by first or secondtime film directors, included in
the Youth Talents Selection, will be competing for this award.
A separate Young Talents Jury composed of four students
of the BTS cinema et audiovisuel at the Lycée des Arts
et Métiers in Luxembourg: Alix Andries, Luca Mahnke,
Nikola Ozimkiewicz and Elsa Schweitzer, guided by the Luxembourgish film director
Eric Lamhène, will decide on the winner of the Award. The director of the winning
film will receive an invitation to join the International Jury of CinEast 2022.

YOUNG TALENTS SELECTION
The 2021 Young Talents Selection includes five films:
• Love Tasting (Poland, 2020) by Dawid Nickel
• Mirrors in the Dark (Czech Rep., 2021) by Šimon Holý
• Sisterhood (N. Macedonia, ME, XK, 2021) by Dina Duma
• Stop-Zemlia (Ukraine, 2021) by Kateryna Gornostai
• #dogpoopgirl (Romania, 2021) by Andrei Huțuleac

A

In collaboration and with the support of

awards
Grand Prix
awarded by the International Jury (competition films)

Special Jury Prize
awarded by the International Jury (competition films)

Critics’ Prize
awarded by the Press Jury (competition films)

Young Talents Award
awarded by the Young Talents Jury (Young Talents selection)

Audience Award – Feature Films
awarded by the audience (all 2020 & 2021 films)

Audience Awards – Short Films
awarded by the audience in 3 categories (doc./fiction/animated)
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focus on
slovenia

In 2021, the CinEast film festival puts the spotlight on Slovenia, a country with rich
and interesting film history that celebrates 30 years of independence and also currently
holds the Presidency of the Council of the European Union.
Two special guests will come from Slovenia to
meet the festival-goers. The director of Inventory,
Darko Sinko, will meet the audience and answer
their questions on 20 October, while Tijana Zinajić
will attend the special screening of her film Bitch,
A Derogatory Term for a Woman, and participate in
a Q&A session after the film on 24 October.

The Focus on Slovenia will feature six Slovenian
feature films of various genres, as well as four short
films. The brand new film Inventory by Darko Sinko
is included in the festival’s Official Competition,
just a few weeks after its world premiere at the San
Sebastian IFF. The programme also boasts the very
fresh comedy Bitch, A Derogatory Term for a Wo
man by Tijana Zinajić, which paints an entertaining portrait of the lives of young people in today’s
Ljubljana. The all-time comedy classic Grandma
Goes South by Vinci Vogue Anžlovar, released in
1991, will mark the 30th anniversary of Slovenian
statehood.

Focus on Slovenia also includes a concert by
the Slovenian band Vasko & The Uncles from
the Dark, which will perform at the festival’s
Opening event on 8 October in Melusina club.

The Luxembourgish audiences will also get
a chance to enjoy the beauty of Slovenian nature
thanks to the screenings of the documentary
Wild Slovenia by Matej Vranić, the poetic film
about ageing Sanremo by Miroslav Mandić and
the creative documentary Antigone – How Dare
We! by Jani Sever. The short fiction films Sisters by
Katarina Rešek-Kukla (Grand Prix at the prestigious
Clermont-Ferrand IFF), Bits by Áron Horváth Botka
and The Penalty Shot by Rok Biček (Locarno 2021)
and the animated short film Steakhouse by Špela
Čadež (Locarno 2021) are also on the programme.
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The Focus on Slovenia is brought to you
in collaboration and with the support of

F

ciné
focus

CinEast 2021 would like to highlight
• Talented young Romanian actor Ioana Bugarin,
whom you might remember from the 2020 festival
competition in Otto the Barbarian, who is back with
us in CinEast 2021 in leading roles in the feature
films Mia Misses Her Revenge and Miracle and also
in the short film About Us. Ioana will meet CinEast
audiences on 12–14 October. See bio on p. 26 & 52.
• Croatian production company Antitalent, crea
ted in 2007, which focuses on film, TV and online
content. CinEast has selected all the features
produced by the company – Vis-à-Vis, Goran and
this year the film Murina by Antoneta Alamat
Kusijanović (competing for the festival’s Grand
Prix). Their new short film The Penalty Shot by
Rok Biček (Locarno 2021) will be shown too, and
the producer and founder of Antitalent, Danijel
Pek, will attend the first screening of Murina.

Y

• Lithuanian producer Marija Razgute, who is
the head of MFilms, one of the most active and
successful film production companies in Lithua
nia specialising in international coproductions.
Marija produced the Lithuanian features The Saint,
Summer Survivors and Nova Lituania (the latter two
screened at CinEast 2019). This year we will present
her brand new film, Runner by Andrius Blaževičius,
and her latest coproduction feature, Otar’s Death
by Ioseb “Soso” Bliadze.

ciné
youth

Programmes for children and young people
Slowly returning to the big screen, CinEast will offer
you and your children an abundance of youth scre
enings to choose from, as well as some Cinéyouth
novelties:

• Teenagers will get a chance to watch inspiring
stories echoing the challenges of their own coming
of age: Stop-Zemlia, Sisterhood, Goodbye Soviet
Union and The White Fortress.

• The oneandonly Kids Show once again invites
children of all nationalities (2+) to spend some time
with their animated heroes (16/10, 15.00, Neimën
ster, no spoken language, free entry).
• CinEast meets Cinema Paradiso screenings, or
ganised in collaboration with the Cinémathèque on
Sunday afternoons. See more on p. 80.

• School screenings in the premises of collaborat
ing schools in Luxembourg (reserved for students
only and free of charge).
• A brand new Young Talents Selection and
a Young Talents Jury which on 23/10 will decide on
the Young Talents Award of the festival. See more
on p. 11.
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special
evenings

The 14th edition includes several thematic evenings and combined programmes

The special evening “Fridays for the Planet”
(15/10) presents two documentary films that
question the way we live and how that affects our
environment. As Far As Possible follows a young
well-off German man Michel, who opts to leave
his western lifestyle and go and breed buffaloes in
the mountains of Ukraine, and The Last Generation
is a portrait of the young activist Janka who is doing what she can to save the planet. The creators
of both documentaries, as well as the protagonist
Janka, will participate in the cinédebate “Dreams
of Escape from the System” after the second film.

The “Love Evening” (17/10) will first take you
on a fascinating trip with Love Around the World,
a documentary based on real interviews with lovers
from all around the globe. The second film, A Mar
riage, chronicles the marvellous love story between
a Czech woman and a Pakistani computer scientist.
A cinédebate with the director Kateřina Hager and
other guests will round off the love-filled evening,
leaving you glowing!
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The four short film marathons invite you to
experience this year’s colourful selection of some
of the best recent short fiction, animated and documentary films from the region of the Central and
Eastern Europe.

The combined programme “RIP USSR” (19/10)
marks the 30-year anniversary of the disintegration
of the Soviet Union with an Estonian comedy and
a portrait of the man who was pulling the strings.
Goodbye Soviet Union is a feel-good movie about
a boy growing up in the last days of the USSR.
The documentary Gorbachev. Heaven from the acclaimed documentary-maker Vitaly Mansky centres
on talks with 90-year-old Mikhail Gorbachev.
And, finally, the festival audiences will have
the unique opportunity to meet the award-winning
Romanian film director and president of this year’s
International Jury Radu Jude, who will talk about his
career, cinema and other topics during the very special “Encounter with Radu Jude” programmed on
the last day of the festival (24/10). More on p. 92.

D

ciné
debates

In 2021, the CinEast festival programme features four discussions (cinédebates) with special
guests and experts that will take place after selected screenings. These cinédebates provide
audiences a chance to meet and listen to festival guests on various topics.
“Quiet female rebellion” – as
part of CinEast’s now traditional
Women’s Event, this cinédebate
will focus on the topic of female
entrepreneurial spirit and the quiet rebellion of country women
with very little education in Kosovo. Moderated by
Martyna Adamska, accompanied by Blerta Basholli,
the director of the film, and several experts. [after
the screening of the film Hive (Sat 9/10)]
“Thou Shalt not be Indifferent”
– a debate on the subject of
the necessary and constant work
of remembering in relation to
the horrors of the past. It also focuses on how this work should
prevent us from becoming indifferent, from accepting the unacceptable and from running the risk that
these horrors may one day be repeated. The participants include the directors Karolina Markiewicz
and Pascal Piron, the protagonist Marian Turski
and other guests. [after the screening of the film
The Living Witnesses (Sun 10/10)]

C

“Dreams of Escape from
the System” – a debate on
the statement that the ruthless
rules of our economic and social
system lead us to our downfall –
individual and collective. Is it possible to stop this machine – to get out of the system
or reorient it from within, or are these just utopian
dreams? With the directors of the films As Far As
Possible and The Last Generation and other guests.
[after the international premiere of the film The Last
Generation by Mikołaj Borowy (Fri 15/10)]
“Faces of Love” – a debate about
love in its many forms, focusing
on dating, marriage, intimacy and
friendship, all with people living-and loving-with disabilities.
Moderated by Martyna Adamska,
accompanied by the director of the film Kateřina
Hager and several experts. [after the screening
of the film A Marriage by Kateřina Hager & Asad
Faruqi (Sun 17/10)]

ciné
cycle

The thematic cycle “Dreams of Escape” will provide a reflection on various forms of our hopes
for a change or getaway, not only physically after
months of lockdown, but more generally the wish
to escape from the rigid and static social and economic framework by proposing alternatives for
the individual and collective future.

The theme pops up in numerous films (documentaries and fiction) on the programme, it will be discussed during the cinédebate “Dreams of Escape
from the System” (Neimënster 15/10), and it is also
the topic of the photography exhibition “Dreams
of Escape” installed at and organised in collaboration with Neimënster.
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ciné
music
and composer Kuba Więcek is currently one of
the best-known jazz musicians in Poland, who draws
inspiration not only from jazz, but also from classical, electronic and even rock music. Together with
Michał Barański on double bass and Łukasz Żyta on
drums, the trio will accompany Dimitri Kirsanoff's
film, Ménilmontant (1926), and top it off with a selection of their own compositions.

The Opening Event of the 14th edition of the CinEast Festival (Melusina 8/10) will be host to the famous Slovenian group Vasko & The Uncles from
the Dark and their charismatic leader Vasko Atanasovski, showcasing their exhilarating mix of Balkan
pop, gypsy swing and Slavic rock. Before their
gig, the French ensemble Trio Dandy will start
the evening with their original take on the sounds
of Eastern Europe. DJ Grounchoo will close
the evening with an explosive set of energetic
tones mixing traditional Balkan music with
modern rhythms.

Also in 2021 CinEast festival collaborates with Rotondes, this time with a ciné-concert by the local
group, Gregario (20/10). Gregario is the project of
David André who will be joined by drummer Paul
Fox to pay tribute to the Czechoslovak animation
filmmaker, Jiří Trnka, by playing live music for his
last two works: The Hand (1965) and The Archangel
Gabriel and the Mistress Goose (1964).

The CinEast Night @ Vantage bar (13/10), the first
event of the festival at the venue, sets up a cosy
atmosphere for a gig with Funkier, the Serbian collaborative musical project. This ensemble breathes
new life into classic funk & soul tunes from the 60s
right up to music from the present day with incredible energy.

The “Pause” series of jazz matinées at Neimënster
(17/10) will host a ciné-concert with the Kuba
Więcek Trio. Despite his young age, saxophonist
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The Closing Event of the 2021 edition at Melusina
(22/10) has an audacious programme that mixes
the energy of Eastern European music with the unpredictable satire of the French band, Flying
Orkestar. They will perform live one of their notorious explosive shows combining Balkan sounds,
rock, funk, hip-hop, latin, ska and folk injected with
oriental tunes, and even a dash of electro. To end
the evening, not just one, but two DJs from Lazarus
Soundsystem armed with a suitcase bursting with
the best Balkan rhythms and their electronic remixes will bop you into the wee hours!

G

ciné
gastronomy

The two events at Melusina – the Opening Event
with Vasko & The Uncles From The Dark (Fri, 8/10)
and the Closing Event with Flying Orkestar (Fri,
22/10) – will serve up a tasty selection of hearty
traditional dishes from several CEE countries. These
will be served on the venue’s upper floor before
and during the music programme to make your
stomach happy and keep up your energy levels to
dance the night away!
Eastern European specialties will also spice up
the CinEast Night @Vantage Bar (Wed, 13/10).
To accompany the live performance of the Serbian
and Luxembourgish collaborative project Funkier,
you will be able to enjoy some traditional CEE
food and drinks.
At several of the special events in Neimënster
drinks and snacks will be available after ciné
debates and during breaks in the short film

marathons and the Kids Show. Unfortunately, this
year the minibar at the Cinémathèque will remain
closed.
We hope that in this edition of CinEast you will
allow us to delight your taste buds with this more
extensive offer of gastronomic events.

Café Rocas − Official Festival Bar
The concerts are back and so is the nightlife in
bars! We once again invite you to our official bar
− Café Rocas − which will be offering a selection
of Central and Eastern European beverages
throughout the duration of the festival. You will be
able to share your opinions and feelings about
the films in the cosy atmosphere of the venue while
enjoying − among others − Czech beer, Romanian
wine or Polish spirits, and maybe even crossing
paths with some festival guests.
In collaboration with
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art

DREAMS OF ESCAPE
photography exhibition
7–26 October 2021, Neimënster (Cloître)
The starting point for the photographic exhibition
‘Dreams of Escape’ is the feeling of being enclosed.
After more than one year of lockdown, most of us
feel an almost vital need to escape.
But beyond the current context and the purely spa
tial aspects, there are many artists who observe and
question this desire to escape. Faced with an eco
nomic and social situation in which the possibility
of escaping is only ever a dream or even an illusion,
the selected artists refuse to give in. But what do
they dream of?
Of a life lived in harmony with nature, more harmo
nious social relations, greater solidarity at global
level, technology that serves humankind... The list
goes on, but what they have in common is that they
STANISŁAW LEM:
"I'VE SEEN
THE FUTURE”

Posters exhibition
2–24.10, Ancien
Cinéma Vianden,
free entrance

To mark the 100th anniversary
of the birth of Stanisław Lem
– a Polish writer, futurologist
and philosopher – Ancien
Cinéma has prepared
a review of films based on
Lem’s books and also iconic
movie posters and amazing
works by contemporary
Polish graphic designers:
Przemek Dębowski and
Rafał Mikołajczyk.
Organised by Ancien
Cinéma in collaboration
with CinEast
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refuse to accept the status quo, determinism or fa
talism – they are dreamers, but they are also agents
of change who have their feet firmly on the ground.
The five artists/collectives whose work is presen
ted in the exhibition: Rafael Heygster (DE), Petr
Zewlakk Vrabec (CZ), Kevin Faingnaert (BE), Free
Tracks (PL) and Like Heaven but Different (CZ)
encourage us to question some of our convictions
and ways of life, but at the same time to create,
individually and collectively, ambitious dreams for
the whole of humanity, our very condition for hope.
The opening of the exhibition will take place
at Neimënster on Thursday 7 October (17.30).
Organised in collaboration
and with the support of:
Partners: Pierre Werner Institute /
Polish Institute Brussels
THE CZECH EMBASSY
Openair exhibition of
MEETS CINEAST

Posters exhibition
22.9–24.10,
The Embassy of
the Czech Republic
in Luxembourg

a carefully selected set
of official posters of
some of the films on
the programme of CinEast
2021, installed at the fence
of the embassy building
at 2 Rondpoint Robert
Schuman, Luxembourg.
Organised in collaboration
and with the support
of the Czech Embassy
in Luxembourg and
the Czech Centre in Brussels

OC

online
cinema

cineast.eventive.org
You want to see more films, but you don’t have time to always come to the cinema? Or you have
missed your favourite film because it was sold out? You can still watch part of our programme
online and enjoy CinEast also from the comfort of your home. Also, if you are in a vulnerable
group and would like to participate, it is your right and we hope you can enjoy the festival too!

CinEast’s Online Cinema will offer audiences
around 45 festival programmes geoblocked for
Luxembourg, integrated online ticketing for both
physical and online screenings, and the special
‘hybrid pass’ (5 physical + 5 online screenings)
and ‘online pass’ (5 online screenings).

S

How It Works?
• easy online registration (name, surname, e-mail address
and indicating your payment method)
• possibility to browse films in the Calendar by tags,
venues, sections and save your favourites
• all screenings are available for a limited number of
viewings, within a limited period of time
• in general, films become available online one day after
their first (physical) screening in one of CinEast’s main
venues
• after unlocking the virtual content, you have 3 days to
start watching and also 3 days to finish the film
• access to screenings is subject to availability (same as for
physical venues), this is why we strongly advise always
pre-ordering tickets well in advance; pass and accreditation holders need to reserve/pre-order online, both
physical and online screenings (otherwise, we are not
able to guarantee you access to the film)
• if you want to surprise someone, you can get them a gift
ticket (or pass), or if you finally cannot make it to the cinema, you can transfer one of your tickets as a passholder
• for help: tech support offered by our platform Eventive,
Frequently Asked Questions on cineast.lu and cineast.
eventive.org and, for further questions, please contact
the CinEast team via ticketing@cineast.lu

ciné
sections

The films on the programme are divided into 8 sections:
COMPETITION
Films competing for the Grand Prix,
the Special Jury Prize and the Critics’ Prize

CINÉSCOPE
A selection of the most interesting
recent films from across the region
of Central and Eastern Europe

FUNNYEAST
A selection of comedies from
the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe

EAST GOES WEST
A selection of films born somewhere
in between the “East” and the “West”

CINÉDOCS
A selection of outstanding
documentary films from the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe

CINÉYOUTH
Programmes for children
and young people

CINÉSPECIALS
Special screenings

CINÉSHORTS
A selection of remarkable short films
– fiction, animated and documentary
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FILMS & DOCUMENTAIRES | LIVRES AUDIO & MUSIQUE
MÉTHODES DE LANGUES | LUXEMBURGENSIA | PRÊT GRATUIT

mardi - vendredi : 10h00 - 20h00 | samedi : 10h00 - 18h00
37D, av. J.-F. Kennedy | L-1855 Luxembourg
Tél.: (+352) 26 559-100 | www.a-z.lu

Opening fiLm

cinéscOpe
cinédebates
wOmen’s event
cinécycLe
OnLine
big screen

07/10

19.00

thu

nei

09/10

nei

sat

19.00

OnLine cinema
starting from

08/10

Hive
ZGJOi
(Kosovo, switzerland, N. Macedonia, albania 2021) by Blerta Basholli
drama 84 min, en subtitles
We are proud to open the 14th edition of CinEast film festival with the exceptional award-winning film Hive by Kosovar director Blerta Basholli that
addresses the important issues of women’s empowerment and hopes for
a better future.
Fahrije, a widow in post-war Kosovo, has an ambition to set up her own
small ajvar production business. The traditional patriarchal village community does not approve. Drawing strength from its simple storytelling and
from a powerful central performance, Hive pays tribute to real women who
had to struggle to be able to win their independence.
The film won the Grand Jury Prize, Audience Award and Directing Award
at the prestigious Sundance IFF 2021 (World Cinema Dramatic Competition)
and is Kosovo’s entry for the Oscars.
9/10 - Women’s event (Neimënster)
Women’s event – Quiet female rebellion – a debate on the topic
of female entrepreneurial spirit and the quiet rebellion of country women
with very little education in Kosovo. Moderated by Martyna Adamska,
accompanied by the director of the film, Vinciane Istace (Diversity & Inclusion
Leader at PwC Luxembourg) and Gosia Kramer (Polish entrepreneur).
With the participation of the director Blerta Basholli
With the support of the Embassy of Kosovo in Brussels
Blerta Basholli

is a writer and director with a unique realistic
visual style. Her stories touch upon social and
gender issues from the country where she
was born and raised, Kosovo. In 2008, she
was awarded the Dean’s Fellowship at the
Graduate Film Program at Tisch School of the
Arts at NYU. She lived in New York City for four

years where she had the opportunity to work
on several film projects. In 2011, she returned
to Kosovo where she has written/directed and
worked on many short and feature films. In
2021, she completed her feature film debut
Hive (2021), which she had been developing
since 2011.
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cLOsing fiLm

My Sunny MAAd
MOJe SlunCe MAAd

cinéscOpe
animatiOn
OnLine

(Czech republic, France, slovakia 2021) by MiChaela Pavlátová
animation, 81 min, en subtitles

big screen

23/10
sat

24/10
sun

19.00

kin
19.00

utO

OnLine cinema
starting from

24/10

Getting married is always a big step, but for Helena, a Czech economics
student, it feels more like a leap. After falling in love at first sight, she leaves
the hip cosmopolitan environment of Prague and moves to post-Taliban
Kabul to start a new life as the wife of an Afghani man, Nazir, and as a member of his large family.
Introducing complex, layered characters and going far beyond trivial
observations and jokes about “culture shock”, this is a subtle, dreamy, melancholic, disturbing and beautifully crafted animated film telling a riveting and
intimate story about love and coming to terms with cultural differences while
striving to preserve one´s own integrity and sense of freedom.
The film won the Jury Award at the renowned Annecy International
Animation FF 2021.
23/10 - Awards Ceremony (Kinepolis Kirchberg)
With the participation of the director Michaela Pavlátová
With the support of

MiChaela Pavlátová

is a Czech animator and filmmaker. Her short
animation films (Words, Words, Words, Repete,
Tram) have received numerous awards at international film festivals including an Oscar nomination, Annecy Cristal, Golden Bear at the Berlinale and the Grand Prix at the International
Animation Festival Hiroshima. Besides anima-
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tion, Michaela has directed two live action films,
Faithless Games (2003) and Night Owls (2008).
In 2021 she finished the feature animation film
My Sunny Maad, which premiered in the official
competition of the prestigious Annecy International Animation Film Festival, receiving the Jury
Award. She is the chair of the Animation Department at FAMU Film School in Prague.

cOmpetitiOn

cOmpetitiOn
OnLine

CeltS
kelti
(serbia 2021) by MiliCa toMović
drama, 106 min, en subtitles

big screen

11/10
mOn

13/10
wed

21/10
thu

19.00

utO
18.30

Cin
21.00

utO

It is winter 1993. Bill Clinton is elected president, Audrey Hepburn dies, and
Al Pacino is about to win an Oscar for Scent of a Woman. In the suburbs of
Belgrade, Marijana throws a Ninja Turtles-themed costume party for her
daughter Minja´s 8th birthday, with family and other parents attending. The
country is in disarray, still entangled in the Yugoslav Wars, and all that can
be done is try to hold it together—much like Minja´s mother and father. The
house party presents an opportunity for everyone to let off some steam.
Cleverly written, smartly filmed and delightfully acted, Celts is an incisive,
mischievous social dramedy, which uses a light touch for some sensitive
issues, and it does so with charm.
The film premiered in Berlinale’s Panorama.

OnLine cinema
starting from

12/10
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cOmpetitiOn
OnLine

FOreSt - i See yOu everyWHere
renGeteG - MindenHOl látlAk
(hungary 2021) by BeNCe FliegauF
drama, 115 min, en subtitles

big screen

10/10
sun

13/10
wed

20.30

Cin
21.00

utO

OnLine cinema
starting from

11/10

24

Seven hypnotic, fugue-like episodes. Seemingly simple at the beginning,
they become increasingly intense until they culminate in a psychological
kaleidoscope. Grandfather is silent – is he still alive? A man talks to a wardrobe – why? Absent people creep like ghosts into the lives and conversations of couples and families. They are the lost, the repressed and the
missing. Young men shock their mothers – one with love, the other with
contempt. It ends with a charlatan who drives naive sick people to their
deaths.
Forest - I See You Everywhere is an anthropological exploration in
Fliegauf’s typical micro-realist style. Each episode is filmed in claustrophobic closeness, gripping the viewer’s attention like a magnet, accompanied
by feverish dialogue through which the wind of anarchy blows.
The film won the Silver Bear for the Best Supporting Actress for Lilla
Kizlinger at this year’s Berlinale.

cOmpetitiOn
fOcus On sLOvenia
OnLine

inventOry
inventurA
(slovenia 2021) by DarKo siNKo
drama/comedy, 106 min, en subtitles

big screen

12/10

18.30

tue

Cin

20/10

utO

wed

19.00

OnLine cinema
starting from

13/10

Boris Robič is the most ordinary, and irreproachable, man. One day after
supper, while he is reading in his room, somebody fires two shots at him
through the window. The police arrive and start the investigation, but there
are no suspects. Who would ever want to try to murder him? Was it a mere
coincidence? The case is postponed, but our Boris, haunted by questions
and doubts, carries on with the investigation on his own. Looking for answers, he is gradually brought to a discomforting examination of his own life.
Based on a short story by the Czech writer, Karel Čapek, this is a smartly
filmed, finely acted and quietly humorous and thrilling existential drama,
set in a contemporary Slovenian middle-class neighbourhood.
The film premiered in the New Directors competition of the
San Sebastian IFF 2021.
With the participation of the director Darko Sinko
With the support of

DarKo siNKo

is a Slovenian film director from Ljubljana.
He graduated from the Ljubljana Academy
of Theatre, Radio, Film and Television. As a
student, he shot videos for various Slovenian theatres. Since graduation, he has focused
on making documentaries, including Critical
Generation and Little Houses. His short film

Schoolmates (2015) received the Vesna Award
for the best screenplay at the Slovenian Film
Festival in 2015. Inventory is his feature-length
fiction film debut.
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cOmpetitiOn
OnLine

MirACle
MirACOl
(romania, Czech republic, latvia 2021) by BogDaN george aPetri
drama, 118 min, en subtitles

big screen

21.00

12/10

Cin

14/10

utO

tue

thu

20/10
wed

21.00

21.00

utO

OnLine cinema
starting from

13/10

19-year old Cristina, an Orthodox Christian novice, secretly leaves her
convent at dawn to settle a personal matter in town. The encounters she has
along the way change her mind and even the course of her life. A judicial
investigation that ensues later reveals elements of a fleeting miracle…
The audience will witness some black humour, some brutality, an abundance
of rash judgment, some tenderness, and plenty of manifestations of the secular-religious divide. The feelings and motives that animate each protagonist ripen under the ruthless eye of the masterful camera (Oleg Mutu). Wind,
the looming thunder, birdsong and the way-too-lyrical oldies played on the
radio often crack open windows onto the characters’ souls. The directorscriptwriter, who was born in these idyllic lands but currently resides in the
United States, wove this movie as the second panel in a triptych of detective
films (following Unidentified, also screened at CinEast this year), where the
characters reemerge by chance and take turns in the spotlight.
The film premiered at the Horizons section of Venice IFF 2021.
With the participation of the actress Ioana Bugarin

ioaNa BugariN

is a Romanian film and theatre actress. She
graduated from Bucharest National University of Theatrical Arts and Cinematography
in 2019. She is a full-time collaborator of the
Odeon Theatre in Bucharest. Her acting
filmography includes: Otto The Barbarian
(competing at Sarajevo IFF; CinEast 2020),
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the leading role in Mia Misses Her Revenge
(presented at Warsaw IFF; CinEast 2021), and
the shorts Basmofilia and About Us (CinEast
2021). She plays the lead role in Miracle directed by Bogdan George Apetri, presented
at the 2021 Venice Film Festival (in the official
competition of CinEast 2021).

cOmpetitiOn
OnLine

big screen

18/10
mOn

20/10

19.00

utO
18.30

wed

Cin

22/10

19.00

fri

utO

OnLine cinema
starting from

19/10

MurinA
(Croatia, Brazil, united states, slovenia 2021)
by aNtoNeta alaMat KusijaNović
drama, 92 min, en subtitles
Julija is a restless sixteen-year-old girl who lives on an idyllic Croatian
island with her parents. Her domineering father Ante owns land that he is
hoping to sell to Javier, his wealthy former employer whom he likes to call a
family friend. As Javier´s visit approaches, Ante is under tremendous stress
to finalise the preparations, which are to impress his guest. He barks orders
at Julija, who becomes ever more annoyed, and her beautiful and endlessly patient mother. The visit, however, puts the characters under more tension,
because the charming and worldly Javier appears to be everything
Ante is not.
Impressively filmed and acted, Murina is a sensual story of teenage
desire and anger, coming of age and quiet self-empowerment, with the
backdrop of the blue ocean and sun-dappled shores setting the vivid
picture of a troubled paradise.
The film premiered in the Quinzaine des réalisateurs sidebar of the 2021
Cannes Film Festival receiving the Caméra d’Or award for the Best First Film.
With the participation of the producer Danijel Pek

DaNijel PeK

is a Croatian TV and film producer. In 2007,
he founded the Croatian production company “Antitalent” focused on film, TV and online content. In 2015, he launched the Film
and TV equipment rental company CineCro.
He has participated in the EAVE programme
and “Producers on the Move” programme.

His large filmography as a producer includes
Vis-à-vis (2013, screened at CinEast in 2014),
Goran (2016) and this year´s Murina (2021).
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cOmpetitiOn
funnyeast

never GOnnA SnOW AGAin
ŚnieGu Już niGdy nie będZie
(Poland, germany 2020) by Małgorzata szuMowsKa & MiChał eNglert
drama/comedy, 113 min, en subtitles

big screen

18/10
mOn

20/10
wed

21/10
thu

28

21.00

Cin
19.00

CnA
19.00

utO

Zhenia, a mysterious young masseur coming from behind the Eastern
border, enters the lives of the rich residents of a bland, walled-off
community on the outskirts of a Polish city. Despite their wealth, the
inhabitants of this seemingly isolated fairytale town emit an inner sadness,
a kind of longing. Zhenia has a gift, his hands heal their wounds and his
eyes seem to penetrate their souls. To them, his Russian accent sounds like
a song from the past, a distant memory of their childhood when the world
was a safer place. Zhenia changes their lives.
The latest offering by the award-winning Małgorzata Szumowska (codirected by her long-time collaborator, Michał Englert), which premiered
in the competition programme of the Venice film festival, takes a
cinematographic look at the wealthier part of Polish society, with some
doses of magic, nostalgia and humour. The overwhelming inner calm and
self-reliance of Zhenia comes into stark contrast with the restless, stressed
and lost people who seem to have everything, and questions the meaning
of their existence.

cOmpetitiOn

SAvinG One WHO WAS deAd
ZprávA O ZáCHrAně MrtvéHO
(Czech republic, slovakia, France 2021) by váClav KaDrNKa
drama, 90 min, en subtitles

big screen

10/10
sun

11/10
mOn

22/10
fri

18.00

Cin
21.00

utO
21.00

utO

A hospital. Father lies in a come after a serious stroke. Mother and son are
suddenly left with his motionless body and the doctors are not giving them
much hope. The person they love is somewhere far away, where their words
cannot reach him. If there is a boundary where life ends, they are determined
not to let him cross it. The quiet hospital corridors are gradually transformed
into a place of spiritual effort where everyday gestures lose their ground and
words become incantations, because there are rooms of hope that only
unlock for those who are prepared.
Slow, quiet, austere, based on understated acting and refined in its compositions and use of framing, this is an uncompromising film, which imposes
on the viewer its own sense of space, time and rhythm in order to provide a
powerful and unique cinematographic experience.
The film premiered in the Crystal Globe Competition of the Karlovy Vary
IFF 2021.
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A home away from home
Dedicated to providing top notch hospitality, gourmet
cuisine and entertainment, House17’s chic venue makes it
the perfect place to meet, work, relax and celebrate.

17, rue du Nord
L-2229 Luxembourg
www.house17.lu

fictiOn

funnyeast
Young TalenTs award
OnLine

big screen

16/10

18.00

sat

nei

24/10

20.00

sun

AC

#dOGpOOpGirl
(romania 2021) by aNDrei huțuleaC
comedy/drama, 78 min, en subtitles
Alina is a perfectly respectable citizen and employee of the year at the bank
where she works. This, however, does not shield her from becoming the
focus of an increasingly bizarre series of events set off by an unfortunate
incident on the Bucharest metro: when her newly adopted dog throws up,
the mishap is caught on camera and posted online by a teenager, and the
video goes viral.
Depicting and targeting a whole spectrum of ills that commonly afflict the
public and private spheres of our networked and hyperconnected society
(cybershaming, the hunger for 15 minutes of fame or the appeal of kitsch
on the news), this is a remarkable social satire managing to be both darkly
merciless and endlessly hilarious.
The film won the Golden George for Best Film at this year’s Moscow IFF.

OnLine cinema
starting from

17/10
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cinéscOpe
LuX meets cee

AS FAr AS i CAn WAlk
StrAHinJA bAnOvić
(serbia, France, luxembourg, Bulgaria, lithuania 2021) by steFaN arseNijević
drama, 92 min, en subtitles

big screen

16/10
sat

19.00

kin

As Far As I Can Walk, co-produced by the Luxembourgish company Les
Films Fauves, is a modern adaptation of the Serbian medieval song “Banović
Strahinja” about a nobleman, who, like the main actor of the film, is looking
for his wife who has disappeared.
Strahinja and Ababuo, a young married African couple who end up in Serbia
after leaving their homeland in search of a better life, are trying to survive as
migrants in a foreign country. Strahinja is starting to build a career in a local
football team, while Ababuo, a professional actress, is struggling to settle.
Her dissatisfaction takes her away from Strahinja, who sets off on a perilous
journey to find her.
This is a story about love, but in essence, it is the story of a man who follows
his inner emotional and moral compass in spite of social conventions, in
spite of everything. In the end, it is a story of forgiveness.
The film won the Crystal Globe for Best Film, Best Actor Award, Special
Mention for Best Cinematography and the Ecumenical Jury Award at the
prestigious Karlovy Vary IFF 2021.
With the participation of the director Stefan Arsenijević and the producers
Miroslav Mogorović (Art&Popcorn, RS) and Gilles Chanial (Les Films Fauves, LU)
Luxembourg Premiere with the support of Film Fund Luxembourg
steFaN arseNijević

is a Serbian writer and director, born in Belgrade. He graduated in Film and TV Directing from the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade, where he now teaches Film Directing.
His short film (A)torsion (2003) won over 30 national and international awards, including Berlinale’s Golden Bear, the European Film Academy Award, and an Oscar nomination. His
short film Fabulous Vera was a part of Lost and
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Found (2005), an omnibus film project involving six young filmmakers from Central and
Eastern Europe. His feature film debut Love
and Other Crimes (2008) premiered at Berlinale Panorama and won several awards at international festivals. With director Bojan Vuletić,
he co-wrote Practical Guide to Belgrade with
Singing and Crying (2011). As Far as I Can Walk
(2021) is his second feature film.

funnyeast
LuX meets cee

bAd luCk bAnGinG Or lOOny pOrn
bAbArdeAlă Cu buCluC SAu pOrnO bAlAMuC
(romania, luxembourg, Czech republic, Croatia 2021) by raDu juDe
comedy/drama 106 min, en subtitles

big screen

21/10
thu

19.00

kin

Emi is a respected teacher at a prestigious secondary school whose reputation is put at stake when a graphic home video showing her having sex
with her husband is posted on the internet and goes viral. The future of her
career is to be decided at a meeting with the pupils’ parents.
Divided into three parts, each executed in a completely different style,
Radu Jude’s film is both an elegiac account of what has been lost in today’s
world and a savage, farcical satire that explores the everyday frustrations,
ills, prejudices, and the boundless hypocrisy of contemporary society,
poking at many controversial topics, be it the life during the Covid-19
pandemic or Romania’s dark history of totalitarianism.
The film, co-produced by Paul Thiltges Distributions (LU), won the Golden
Bear for Best Film at this year’s Berlinale.
With the participation of the director Radu Jude and the Luxembourgish
producer Paul Thiltges (21/10), Q&A moderated by Larisa Faber
24/10 - encounter with radu Jude (Neimënster), moderated by
Giuseppe Di Salvatore, more info on p. 92
With the support of Film Fund Luxembourg
raDu juDe

a Romanian director and screenwriter. With
dozens of film awards, including Berlin, Karlovy Vary, Locarno and Sundance, Radu Jude
is one of the most prominent personalities of
contemporary Romanian cinema. He graduated in film directing from the Media University of Bucharest in 2003. He has made several short films, including the most awarded
Romanian short film ever, The Tube with a Hat
(2006). His debut feature The Happiest Girl in
the World (2009) is a satire of the conditions
in Romanian society. In his third film Aferim!

(2015), which won the 2015 Berlinale Silver
Bear for the Best Director, he drew inspiration from historical sources. The international
premiere of The Dead Nation in Locarno 2017
marked his debut in documentary film. His
black-humoured historical disputation I Do
Not Care If We Go Down in History as Barbarians (2018) won the Crystal Globe for the Best
Film in Karlovy Vary in 2018. In 2020, Jude returned to the Berlin International Film Festival
with his film Uppercase Print, and one year
later, in 2021, he won the Berlinale Golden
Bear for Bad Luck Banging or Loony Porn.
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bAd rOAdS
ПОГАНІ ДОРОГИ

cinéscOpe
OnLine

(ukraine 2020) by Natalya vorozhBit
drama, 105 min, en subtitles
big screen

13/10
wed

23/10
sat

21.00

Cin
20.30

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

14/10

34

Four separate short stories, four situations, in which regular civilians interact, striving to live and survive in the occupied, war-torn Donbass region of
Ukraine. A man claiming to be a schoolmaster is accosted by the military at
a checkpoint. Two teenagers wait for their soldier boyfriends in a dilapidated town square. A militant holds a female journalist captive. A young
woman apologizes to an older couple after running over their chicken.
The world of these characters, revealed in a surreal panorama of incidents,
has been damaged by war, and their relationships seemingly deformed
beyond repair. Adapted from a stage play, Bad Roads is a powerful, chilling directorial debut by Ukraine’s leading playwright.
The film won the Verona Club Film Award at the Venice IFF 2020 and many
prizes at the Ukrainian Film Academy Awards.
With the support of the Ukrainian Embassy in Brussels

beGinninG
dASAtSkiSi

cinéscOpe

(georgia, France 2020) by Dea KuluMBegashvili
drama, 125 min, en subtitles
big screen

15/10
fri

16/10
sat

21.00

utO
20.30

Cin

In a sleepy Georgian provincial town, a Jehovah’s Witness community
is attacked by an extremist group. Nobody dies during the attack. While the
community leader, David, is committed to rebuilding the demolished prayer
house and the police are carrying out their investigation, the familiar world
of David’s wife, Yana, begins to crumble. Yana’s inner discontent grows
as she struggles to make sense of her identity and her desires.
Told in meticulously arranged static frames, this is a film of austere formalism, riveting tension and serene, yet unsettling, beauty. In contemplating
a despondent woman’s emotional isolation within a religious community,
the Georgian director, Dea Kulumbegashvili, has created a powerful and
extraordinarily compelling debut.
The film was Georgia’s Oscar entry and it scooped awards at numerous
festivals, including San Sebastian and Trieste.
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funnyeast
fOcus On sLOvenia
OnLine

big screen

19/10
tue

24/10
sun

19.00

utO
19.00

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

20/10

bitCH - A derOGAtOry terM FOr A WOMAn
prASiCA, SlAbšAlni iZrAZ ZA ženSkO
(slovenia 2021) by tijaNa zijaNić
comedy, 90 min, en subtitles
Eva is a young artist who smokes, drinks, occasionally takes drugs, parties
and finds no creative inspiration. She also has a strange love affair with her
mentor, her best friend is moving to Berlin, her pay check is three months
late and above all so is her period. She realizes she needs to change her
lifestyle and turns to a web browser for help.
This is a film about a time in your life where you simply get stuck and don’t
know how to move on. A hilarious subversive comedy in Slovenian street
language about the challenges faced by today’s 20-somethings. A debut
feature directed by Tijana Zinajić, a distinguished theatre director and actress, and written by the acclaimed young screenwriter Iza Strehar.
24/10 - Charity project Finale (Neimënster)
With the participation of the director Tijana Zinajić
With the support of

tijaNa ziNajić

director. Bitch, a Derogatory Term for a Woman
(2021) is her feature film directorial debut.
is a distinguished Slovenian theatre director
and actress. She studied theatre directing at the
Academy of Theatre, Radio, Film and Television
in Ljubljana. She has worked as a theatre
director at various Slovenian theatres and
received numerous national and international
awards. She is also a film/TV actress and
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evOlutiOn
evOlúCió

cinéscOpe
OnLine

(germany, hungary 2021) by KorNél MuNDruCzó
drama, 97 min, en subtitles
big screen

14/10
thu

19/10
tue

19.00

utO
21.00

utO

Three very different stories with three different main characters, whose
names serve as the titles of their respective episodes: Éva, Léna and Jonas.
A grandmother, a mother and a son – the past, the present and the future.
A three-part saga, stretching from the grandmother´s memories and visions
of Auschwitz to the life of her teenage grandson in modern day Berlin.
Adapted for the screen from a critically-acclaimed stage production of the
Budapest Proton Theater, Evolution is an ambitious film with striking
imagery, strong performances and daring camerawork. It tells a powerful
personal story of the persistence of trauma, the sense of identity and the
possibility for hope and healing in contemporary Europe.
The film premiered at Cannes IFF 2021.

OnLine cinema
starting from

15/10
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GerMAn leSSOnS
УРОцИ ПО НемскИ

cinéscOpe
cinécycLe
OnLine

(Bulgaria, germany 2020) by Pavel g. vesNaKov
drama, 100 min, en subtitles

big screen

11/10
mOn

15/10
fri

20.00

AC

21.00

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

16/10
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Nikola is a middle-aged man with a lot of emotional baggage, a hot
temper and a probation sentence to serve. His life seems to be a string of
endless failures. He works as a driver but plans to immigrate to Germany
where he wants to make a fresh start, away from the troubles of the past.
Yet, in the last few hours before his departure, he thinks back over his
life. Homesick and not confident about the future, he desperately tries
to reconnect with his loved ones and even make up for missed chances.
Nikola feels adrift in a sea of self-doubt and internal conflicts, between
love and violence, and a desire to stay back and the need to leave.
To such an extent that his actions become unpredictable.
German Lessons is a poetic and contemplative film with a story which
touches upon local and universal existential issues. Director Pavel
G. Vesnakov who is internationally recognised for his short films has
a distinctive liking for characters living on the fringes of society, in
challenging environments. His long-awaited feature debut is the
culmination of his earlier artistic searching. This film is an intuitive study
of a society in despair which nourishes a vague, escapist hope that
prosperity is only possible abroad, out there in the so-called “normal”
world.

funnyeast
cinécycLe
cinéyOuth [12+]
OnLine

big screen

18.30

19/10
tue

nei

21/10

20.00

23/10

18.00

thu

sat

AC

nei

GOOdbye, SOviet uniOn
HüvASti, nSvl
(estonia, Finland 2020) by lauri raNDla
comedy, 91 min, en subtitles
Young Johannes, born prematurely in Soviet Estonia, is raised by eccentric
grandparents whilst his single political activist mother seeks a better life
in Finland. Set against the waning years of the USSR in ‘Leningrad 3’, an
idealised Soviet town in Estonia, we follow on the footsteps of Johannes,
a boy who prefers to escape reality through his own imagination. As the
Lenins fall and the Barbie dolls take over, the crocodile Genas and the
Moskvitches are forced to step aside, leaving the road to the West wide
open. Meanwhile, the family must unite in their adventure to navigate
these turbulent and insecure times...
Calling to mind Wolfgang Becker’s Good Bye, Lenin! (2003), Goodbye, Soviet
Union is a bittersweet coming-of-age story which knows how to provoke a
laugh even from the most difficult of places. As director Lauri Randla says,
back then “living an idealised reality was the only possibility” to stay sane.

OnLine cinema
starting from

Presented at Tallinn Black Nights 2020 First Feature Competition,
Goodbye, Soviet Union was the audience’s favourite offering; a nostalgic
but colourful image of a childhood in the last days of the Soviet Union.

20/10

19/10 - rip uSSr, thematic evening (with Gorbachev. Heaven, p. 73)
With the online participation of the director Lauri Randla

lauri raNDla is an Estonian-born film

prizes. Goodbye, Soviet Union, for which he
director and scriptwriter. He has a Bachelor’s also wrote the musical score, is his feature
debut.
and Master’s degree in film art from Aalto/
ELO film school in Finland, where he resides.
His filmography to date consists of several
short films, including Mausoleum (2016) which
won the Best Foreign Film award at Toronto
Short Film Festival 2016 and many other
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cinéspeciaLs
funnyeast
fOcus On sLOvenia
cinécycLe
OnLine
big screen

08/10

19.00

fri

nei

10/10

20.00

(slovenia 1991) by viNCi vogue aNžlovar
comedy, 91 min, en subtitles
Grandma Goes South is the first Slovenian feature film produced after
Slovenia became independent in 1991 and a real comedy classic. It is
about a crazy, hip grandmother, Sara B., who gains a new lease on life
when she escapes from the retirement home where her greedy relatives
put her. During her adventure, she meets a smart saxophone player,
David, and the charming and beautiful singer, Lara.

OnLine cinema
starting from

This is a road movie and happiness is around the next corner. Maybe in
one of the many petrol stations in the form of an eccentric attendant,
maybe in a jazz club, where Lara brings the roof down but still decides to
follow her heart and David, or at one of the casino tables, where Grandma
Sara is the queen. Will Grandma’s relatives succeed in putting her away
in the retirement home again, or will the two ardent lovers take her by the
hand and lead her to new adventures?

09/10

With the support of the Slovenian Film Centre

sun
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GrAndMA GOeS SOutH
bAbiCA Gre nA JuG

AC

HeAvenS AbOve
nebeSA

funnyeast
OnLine

(serbia, germany, North Macedonia, slovenia, Croatia, Montenegro,
Bosnia & herzegovina 2021) by srDjaN Dragojević
comedy, 122 min, en subtitles
big screen

15/10
fri

22/10
fri

19.00

utO
18.30

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

16/10

After a small accident, Stojan, a kind simple man, discovers a glowing halo
above his head that he can’t get rid of. The unwilling saint quickly becomes
the main attraction around town and when even the worst sins don’t help,
he gives in and embraces the new sinister version of himself.
The fresh new film by Srdjan Dragojević (Parada), co-produced by all
ex-Yugoslavian countries, is a wild grotesque ride spanning over three
decades (the story takes place in 1993, 2001 and 2026). It explores, in the
director’s typical quirky Balkan style, the possible impact of miracles on
modern society. This provocative and hardly politically correct comedy,
based on the short stories by French author, Marcel Aymé, takes a cheeky
peek at the roles of religion, family values and basic human morality in
today’s world.
The film premiered in the main competition of this year’s
Locarno Film Festival, winning the Junior Jury Award.
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in-lAWS
teŚCiOWie

funnyeast

(Poland 2021) by KuBa MiChalCzuK
comedy, 82 min, en subtitles
big screen

17/10
sun

19.00

kin

When a wedding is cancelled, is the wedding party a recipe for disaster?
Definitely. And quite a spectacular one! Everything sets the two families
apart – their backgrounds, status, wealth and taste. At first, the bride and
groom’s parents are simply in shock. What happened? Who’s to blame?
What about the reception? Should they welcome the guests? Put on some
music and let the vodka flow? Who will cut the cake? Polite smiles quickly
turn into a heated argument. And then a real bomb goes off… Meanwhile,
the reception turns into a crazy party and nobody seems to mind about
the missing young couple.
This is a fresh and hilarious comedy with unexpected twists and turns.
It explores the various shades of human nature, and boasts innovative
camera-work as well as excellent acting.
With the participation of the actress Izabela Kuna

izaBela KuNa

is a Polish film and theatre actress, pedagogue, director and writer. She graduated from the Acting Department of the Łódź
Film School. Since 1993, she has been acting at Polski Theatre in Warsaw. She often colaborates with renowned Polish film directors, like Małgorzata Szumowska and Wojtek
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Smarzowski, and has participated in international productions such as Run Boy Run (2013)
by Pepe Danquart and Marie Noëlle’s Marie
Curie (2016). She teaches at Łódź Film School
and at the National Academy of Dramatic Art
in Warsaw. In 2010, she published her first
novel “Klara”, followed in 2021 by the sequel
“Klara goes to a funeral”.

in tHe MirrOr
SpOGulī

funnyeast
OnLine

(latvia, lithuania 2020) by laila PaKalNiņa
comedy, 84 min, en subtitles
big screen

16/10
sat

21/10
thu

18.00

Cin
20.45

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

17/10

A CrossFit trainer becomes a father of a baby girl, Snow White. Her mother
dies during the birth. The new stepmother is a CrossFit fanatic obsessed
with the mirror and herself who proudly establishes a new CrossFit record
by doing 50 burpees in a row. Time passes. Growing up in the CrossFit
gym, one day, Snow White manages to outdo her stepmom’s record with
53 burpees in a row. “This can´t be!” the Stepmother exclaims.
“Mirror, mirror, who is the best?” The girl must be got rid of.
Meticulously choreographed, synchronized, and shot, Laila Pakalniņa’s
take on the traditional fairy tale is a genuine cinematographic treat, a sarcastic commentary on the society of selfie takers, and an intoxicating trip
into the heart of its malaise.
The film premiered in the Official Competition of the
Tallinn Black Nights IFF 2020.
With the support of the Latvian Embassy in Brussels
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kill it And leAve tHiS tOWn
ZAbiJ tO i WyJedź Z teGO MiAStA

cinéscOpe
animatiOn
OnLine

(Poland 2020) by Mariusz wilCzyńsKi
animation, 88 min, en subtitles

big screen

12/10
tue

20.00

81/2
de subs

13/10
wed

19.00

utO

OnLine cinema
starting from

14/10

Over the course of his filmmaking career, Mariusz Wilczyński has been
creating animated shorts. Fifteen years in the making, his debut featurelength film, Kill It and Leave This Town, takes us on a raw, rough, fragmented,
angry and brilliant personal journey. The film’s setting is faintly reminiscent
of Łódź’, an industrial Polish city where Wilczyński grew up during the 1970s.
Poetic, and illusionary, the film captures the monotony, the brutality, and the
heartbreak associated with existing, and the passing of time. Embracing its
purposeful rough gaze, the film never fails to impress visually, resembling
the art of David Lynch in its industrial style, brusque tone and curt humour.
Besides the visual richness represented by the immaculate animated
images, the characters come alive in the expressive voices of some of the
most renowned Polish artists, including Andrzej Wajda, Krystyna Janda,
Andrzej Chyra or Maja Ostaszewska. The film is also a tribute to Tadeusz
Nalepa, an exceptional guitarist, composer and one of the most influential
artists of Polish popular music from the mid-60’s, whose songs feature on
the outstanding soundtrack.
The film premiered in Berlinale’s Encounters and won numerous awards
at festivals around the world.
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cinéscOpe
Young TalenTs award
OnLine

big screen

11/10
mOn

22/10
fri

18.30

Cin
18.30

Cin

lOve tAStinG
OStAtni kOMerS
(Poland 2020) by DawiD NiCKel
drama, 85 min, en subtitles
It is the last day of school at a junior high school in a small Polish town.
Waiting for the graduation party, a group of students hang out around
a public pool. Olivia lost her virginity a few days ago and, in distress, heads
to a pharmacy to buy a pregnancy test. Tomek is fascinated by older Kuba,
the new boyfriend of his twin sister Monika. The siblings’ love and friendship is put to the test when Tomek confesses to Monika his biggest
secret…
With the remarkable natural acting of the young protagonists, the film
builds a strikingly believable portrait of modern youth on the threshold of
adulthood, searching for their identity, the sense of belonging and
relationships.

OnLine cinema
starting from

12/10
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CinEast 2021
PROGRAMME

All films with English subtitles, unless stated otherwise.
Tickets and passes are available on cineast.eventive.org.
To be sure to get a ticket, we recommend reserving
(including zero tickets for passholders) in advance.
The availability windows for online screenings can be
found on the above site.

07 OCTOBER
nEi
nEi

aC

Cin
Cin

nEi

THURSDAY

17:30 VERNISSAGE
DREAMS OF ESCAPE PHOTO EXHIBITION p.18
19:00 OFFICIAL OPENING
HIVE / ZGJOI
by Blerta Basholli (KV/CH/MK/AL 2021), drama, 84’ p.21
20:00 THE BALCONY MOVIE / FILM BALKONOWY
by Paweł Łoziński (PL 2021), documentary, 100’ p.76

08 OCTOBER

FRIDAY

18:30 RAIN
by Janno Jürgens (EE 2020), drama, 98’ p.56
21:00 UNIDENTIFIED / NEIDENTIFICAT
by Bogdan George Apetri
(RO/CZ/LV 2020), thriller, 123’ p.66
19:00 GRANDMA GOES SOUTH
/ BABICA GRE NA JUG
by Vinci Vogue Anžlovar (SI 1991), comedy, 91’ p.40

19:00 STOP-ZEMLIA / СТОП-ЗЕМЛЯ
by Kateryna Gornostai (UA 2021), drama, 122’ p.60
19.30 OPENING EVENT with VASKO & THE
mEl UNCLES FROM THE DARK (SI) live TRIO DANDY
(FR) live & DJ GROUNCHOO (FR) p.86
19.30 Doors & food, 20.30 Trio Dandy, 21.30 Vasko
& The Uncles From The Dark, 23.00 DJ Grounchoo

uto

09 OCTOBER
Cin
Cin
nEi

nEi

SUNDAY

15:00 LES AVENTURES DE FERDA LA FOURMI
by Hermína Týrlová (CS 1944-1977)
children animations, 42’, no dialogue, (age 4+) p.80
18:00 SAVING ONE WHO WAS DEAD
Cin
/ ZPRÁVA O ZÁCHRANĚ MRTVÉHO
by Václav Kadrnka (CZ/SK/FR 2021), drama, 90’ p.29
20:30 FOREST - I SEE YOU EVERYWHERE
Cin
/ RENGETEG - MINDENHOL LÁTLAK
by Bence Fliegauf (HU 2021), drama, 115’ p.24
18:00 SHORT FICTION FILMS MARATHON
nEi – SOUTH
A selection of short fiction films, 155’ p.81
19:00 THE LIVING WITNESSES
kin / LES TÉMOINS VIVANTS
Debate
by Karolina Markiewicz & Pascal Piron
(LU 2021), documentary, 84’ p.78
20:00
GRANDMA GOES SOUTH
aC
/ BABICA GRE NA JUG
by Vinci Vogue Anžlovar (SI 1991), comedy, 91’ p.40
Cin

7–24 October

oC

10 OCTOBER

SATURDAY

18:00 THE WHITE FORTRESS / TABIJA
by Igor Drljača (CA/BA 2021), drama/romance, 89’ p.64
20:30 RUNNER / BĖGIKĖ
by Andrius Blaževičius (LT/CZ 2021), drama, 87’ p.57
16:30 WILD SLOVENIA / DIVJA SLOVENIJA
by Matej Vranić (SI 2021), documentary, in English,
83’ p.79
19:00 WOMEN’S EVENT
Debate
HIVE / ZGJOI
by Blerta Basholli (KV/CH/MK/AL 2021), drama, 84’ p.21

11 OCTOBER

MONDAY

18:30 LOVE TASTING / OSTATNI KOMERS
by Dawid Nickel (PL 2020), drama, 85’ p.45
21:00 SANREMO
Cin by Miroslav Mandić (SI/IT 2020), drama, 85’ p.58
19:00 CELTS / KELTI
uto
by Milica Tomović (RS 2021), drama, 106’ p.23
21:00 SAVING ONE WHO WAS DEAD
uto
/ ZPRÁVA O ZÁCHRANĚ MRTVÉHO
by Václav Kadrnka (CZ/SK/FR 2021), drama, 90’ p.29
20:00 GERMAN LESSONS / УРОЦИ ПО НЕМСКИ
aC
by Pavel G. Vesnakov (BG/DE 2020), drama, 100’ p.38
Cin

12 OCTOBER

TUESDAY

18:30 INVENTORY / INVENTURA
by Darko Sinko (SI 2021), drama/comedy, 106’ p.25
21:00 MIRACLE / MIRACOL
Cin by Bogdan George Apetri
(RO/CZ/LV 2021), drama, 118’ p.26
18:30 SHORT ANIMATED FILMS MARATHON
nEi
A selection of short animated films, 124’ p.82
19:00 OTAR’S DEATH
uto
by Ioseb “Soso” Bliadze
(GE/DE/LT 2021), drama, 105’ p.55
21:00 STOP-ZEMLIA / СТОП-ЗЕМЛЯ
uto
by Kateryna Gornostai (UA 2021), drama, 122’ p.60
20:00 LOVE AROUND THE WORLD
aC / LJUBAV OKO SVIJETA
by Davor & Andjela Rostuhar
(HR 2021), documentary, 75’ p.75
Cin

20.00 KILL IT AND LEAVE THIS TOWN

8 1/2 / ZABIJ TO I WYJEDŹ Z TEGO MIASTA

by Mariusz Wilczyński (PL 2020), animation, 88’ p.44

13 OCTOBER
Cin
Cin
nEi
nEi

uto

uto

aC

van

Cin

nEi

nEi

uto
uto

aC

Cna

FRIDAY

18:30 MIRRORS IN THE DARK / ZRCADLA VE TMĚ
by Šimon Holý (CZ 2021), drama, 83’ p.53
21:00 GERMAN LESSONS / УРОЦИ ПО НЕМСКИ
Cin
by Pavel G. Vesnakov (BG/DE 2020), drama, 100’ p.38
18:30 FRIDAYS FOR THE PLANET
nEi
AS FAR AS POSSIBLE
p.71
/ МАЙ ДАЛЕКО - МАЙ ДОБРЕ
by Ganna Iaroshevych (UA 2021), documentary, 71’
20:30 THE LAST GENERATION
nEi / OSTATNIE POKOLENIE
Debate
by Mikołaj Borowy (PL 2021), documentary, 55’ p.77
19:00 HEAVENS ABOVE / NEBESA
uto by Srdjan Dragojević
(RS/DE/MK/SI/HR/ME/BA 2021), comedy, 122’ p.41
21:00 BEGINNING / DASATSKISI p.35
uto
by Dea Kulumbegashvili (GE/FR 2020), drama,125’
20:00 RUNNER / BĖGIKĖ
kuf by Andrius Blaževičius (LT/CZ 2021), drama, 87’ p.57
Cin

WEDNESDAY

18:30 CELTS / KELTI
by Milica Tomović (RS 2021), drama, 106’ p.23
21:00 BAD ROADS / ПОГАНІ ДОРОГИ
by Natalya Vorozhbit (UA 2020), drama, 105’ p.34
18:30 A NEW SHIFT / NOVÁ ŠICHTA
by Jindřich Andrš (CZ 2020), documentary, 91’ p.69
20:45 MIA MISSES HER REVENGE
/ MIA ÎȘI RATEAZĂ RĂZBUNAREA
by Bogdan Theodor Olteanu (RO 2020), drama, 82’ p.52
19:00 KILL IT AND LEAVE THIS TOWN
/ ZABIJ TO I WYJEDŹ Z TEGO MIASTA
by Mariusz Wilczyński (PL 2020), animation, 88’ p.44
21:00 FOREST - I SEE YOU EVERYWHERE
/ RENGETEG - MINDENHOL LÁTLAK
by Bence Fliegauf (HU 2021), drama, 115’ p.24
20:00 WILD SLOVENIA / DIVJA SLOVENIJA
by Matej Vranić
(SI 2021), documentary, 83’, in English p.79
20:00 CINEAST Night @VANTAGE Bar
Musical & culinary event with a concert
by Funkier Project p.88

14 OCTOBER

15 OCTOBER

THURSDAY

18:30 SHORT DOCUMENTARY FILMS
MARATHON
A selection of short documentary films, 162’ p.83
18:30 THE BALCONY MOVIE
/ FILM BALKONOWY
by Paweł Łoziński (PL 2021), documentary, 100’ p.76
20:45 ANTIGONE - HOW DARE WE!
/ ANTIGONA - KAKO SI UPAMO!
by Jani Sever (SI 2020), documentary, 87’ p.70
19:00 EVOLUTION / EVOLÚCIÓ
by Kornél Mundruczó (DE/HU 2021), drama, 97’ p.37
21:00 MIRACLE / MIRACOL
by Bogdan George Apetri
(RO/CZ/LV 2021), drama, 118’ p.26
20:00 HOW I BECAME A PARTISAN
/ AKO SOM SA STALA PARTIZÁNKOU
by Vera Lacková (SK/CZ 2021), documentary, 90’ p.74
19:00 THE LIVING WITNESSES
/ LES TÉMOINS VIVANTS
Debate
by Karolina Markiewicz & Pascal Piron
(LU 2021), documentary, 84’ p.78

16 OCTOBER
Cin
Cin
nEi

nEi
nEi

kin

18:00 IN THE MIRROR / SPOGULĪ
by Laila Pakalniņa (LV/LT 2020), comedy, 84’ p.43
20:30 BEGINNING / DASATSKISI p.35
by Dea Kulumbegashvili (GE/FR 2020), drama, 125’
15:00 KIDS SHOW
Cartoons and animations with no spoken
language (age 2-8) p.13
18.00 #DOGPOOPGIRL p.31
by Andrei Huțuleac (RO 2021), comedy/drama, 78’
20:00 THE AMATEURS / AMATORZY
by Iwona Siekierzyńska
(PL 2020), drama/comedy, 95’ p.61
19:00 AS FAR AS I CAN WALK
/ STRAHINJA BANOVIĆ
by Stefan Arsenijević
(RS/FR/LU/BG/LT 2021), drama, 92’ p.32

17 OCTOBER
nEi

Cin

Cin

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

11:00 PAUSE with CINÉ-CONCERT by
KUBA WIĘCEK TRIO (PL)
Live jazz soundtrack by acclaimed Polish jazz
trio to the silent film Ménilmontant, followed by
the trio’s own compositions.
MÉNILMONTANT by Dimitri Kirsanoff
(FR 1926), drama, 42’, no dialogue p.89
15:00 MIMI ET LISA p.80
by Katarína Kerekesová
(SK 2018), children animation, 45’, in French, (age 5+)
18:00 VERA DREAMS OF THE SEA
/ VERA ANDRRON DETIN by Kaltrina Krasniqi
(KV/AL/MK 2021), drama/thriller, 82’ p.67

Cin
nEi

nEi

kin

aC

18

20:30 NATURAL LIGHT / TERMÉSZETES FÉNY
by Dénes Nagy (HU/LV/FR/DE 2021), drama, 103’ p.54
18:00 LOVE EVENING
LOVE AROUND THE WORLD
/ LJUBAV OKO SVIJETA
by Davor & Andjela Rostuhar
(HR 2021) documentary, 75’ p.75
Debate
20:00 A MARRIAGE / MANŽELSTVÍ
by Kateřina Hager & Asad Faruqi
(CZ/US 2021), documentary, 74’ p.68
19:00 IN-LAWS / TEŚCIOWIE
by Kuba Michalczuk
(PL 2021), comedy, 82’ p.42
20:00 THE CONGRESS
by Ari Folman
(IL/DE/PL/LU/BE 2013), drama/sci-fi, 120’ p.63

19 OCTOBER

nEi

nEi

Cin

MONDAY

18:30 THE WHITE FORTRESS / TABIJA
by Igor Drljača (CA/BA 2021), drama/romance, 89’ p.64
21:00 NEVER GONNA SNOW AGAIN
Cin / ŚNIEGU JUŻ NIGDY NIE BĘDZIE
by Małgorzata Szumowska & Michał Englert
(PL/DE 2020), drama/comedy, 113’ p.28
18:30 MIA MISSES HER REVENGE
nEi / MIA ÎȘI RATEAZĂ RĂZBUNAREA p.52
by Bogdan Theodor Olteanu (RO 2020), drama, 82’
20:45 BROTHERHOOD / BRATRSTVÍ
nEi by Francesco Montagner
(CZ/IT 2021), documentary, 97’ p.72
19:00 MURINA
uto by Antoneta Alamat Kusijanović
(HR/BR/US/SI 2021), drama, 92’ p.27
21:00 OTAR’S DEATH
uto
by Ioseb “Soso” Bliadze
(GE/DE/LT 2021), drama, 105’ p.55
20:00 A MARRIAGE / MANŽELSTVÍ
aC by Kateřina Hager & Asad Faruqi
(CZ/US 2021), documentary, 74’ p.68

Cin

20 OCTOBER
Cin

OCTOBER

Cin

Cin

19:00 BITCH, A DEROGATORY TERM FOR A WOMAN / PRASICA, SLABŠALNI IZRAZ ZA ŽENSKO
by Tijana Zinajić
(SI 2021), comedy, 90’ p.36
21:00 EVOLUTION / EVOLÚCIÓ
uto by Kornél Mundruczó (DE/HU 2021), drama, 97’ p.37
20:00 THE AMATEURS / AMATORZY
aC by Iwona Siekierzyńska
(PL 2020), drama/comedy, 95’ p.61
uto

TUESDAY

18:30 TWO SHIPS / MARŤANSKÉ LODĚ
by Jan Foukal (CZ/NO 2021), drama/romance, 76’ p.65
21:00 SISTERHOOD / СЕСТРИ
by Dina Duma (MK/KV/ME 2021), drama, 90’ p.59
18:30 RIP USSR
GOODBYE, SOVIET UNION / HÜVASTI, NSVL!
by Lauri Randla (EE/FI 2020), comedy, 91’ p.39
20:45 GORBACHEV. HEAVEN
/ GORBAČOVS. PARADĪZE p.73
by Vitaly Mansky (LV/CZ 2020), documentary, 100’

nEi

uto
uto

aC

Cna

kuf
rot

WEDNESDAY

18:30 MURINA
by Antoneta Alamat Kusijanović
(HR/BR/US/SI 2021), drama, 92’ p.27
21:00 VERA DREAMS OF THE SEA
/ VERA ANDRRON DETIN
by Kaltrina Krasniqi
(KV/AL/MK 2021), drama/thriller, 82’ p.67
18:30 SHORT FICTION FILMS MARATHON –
NORTH
A selection of short fiction films, 148’ p.84
19:00 INVENTORY / INVENTURA
by Darko Sinko (SI 2021), drama/comedy, 106’ p.25
21:00 MIRACLE / MIRACOL
by Bogdan George Apetri
(RO/CZ/LV 2021), drama, 118’ p.26
20:00 AS FAR AS POSSIBLE
/ МАЙ ДАЛЕКО - МАЙ ДОБРЕ p.71
by Ganna Iaroshevych (UA 2021), documentary, 71’
19:00 NEVER GONNA SNOW AGAIN
/ ŚNIEGU JUŻ NIGDY NIE BĘDZIE
by Małgorzata Szumowska & Michał Englert
(PL/DE 2020), drama/comedy, 113’ p.28
20:00 TWO SHIPS / MARŤANSKÉ LODĚ p.65
by Jan Foukal (CZ/NO 2021), drama/romance, 76’
20:00 CINÉ-CONCERT by GREGARIO (LU)
Live soundtrack to animated short movies by
David (aka Gregario) André & Paul Fox (LU) p.90

21 OCTOBER

THURSDAY

18:30 NATURAL LIGHT / TERMÉSZETES FÉNY
by Dénes Nagy (HU/LV/FR/DE 2021), drama, 103’ p.54
21:00 MIRRORS IN THE DARK / ZRCADLA VE TMĚ
Cin
by Šimon Holý (CZ 2021), drama, 83’ p.53
18:30
HOW I BECAME A PARTISAN
nEi
/ AKO SOM SA STALA PARTIZÁNKOU
by Vera Lacková (SK/CZ 2021), documentary, 90’ p.74
nEi 20:45 IN THE MIRROR / SPOGULĪ
by Laila Pakalniņa (LV/LT 2020), comedy, 84’ p.43
19:00 NEVER GONNA SNOW AGAIN
uto
/ ŚNIEGU JUŻ NIGDY NIE BĘDZIE
by Małgorzata Szumowska & Michał Englert
(PL/DE 2020), drama/comedy, 113’ p.28
Cin

21:00 CELTS / KELTI

uto by Milica Tomović (RS 2021), drama, 106’ p.23
kin

aC

19:00 BAD LUCK BANGING OR LOONY PORN
/ BABARDEALĂ CU BUCLUC SAU
PORNO BALAMUC
by Radu Jude
(RO/LU/CZ/HR 2021), comedy/drama, 106’ p.33
20:00 GOODBYE, SOVIET UNION
/ HÜVASTI, NSVL!
by Lauri Randla (EE/FI 2020), comedy, 91’ p.39

22 OCTOBER
Cin
Cin
nEi

nEi

uto

uto

mEl

18:30 LOVE TASTING / OSTATNI KOMERS
by Dawid Nickel (PL 2020), drama, 85’ p.45
21:00 SANREMO
by Miroslav Mandić (SI/IT 2020), drama, 85’ p.58
18:30 HEAVENS ABOVE / NEBESA
by Srdjan Dragojević
(RS/DE/MK/SI/HR/ME/BA 2021), comedy, 122’ p.41
20:45 FRIDAYS FOR THE PLANET
THE LAST GENERATION / OSTATNIE POKOLENIE
by Mikołaj Borowy (PL 2021), documentary, 55’ p.77
19:00 MURINA
by Antoneta Alamat Kusijanović
(HR/BR/US/SI 2021), drama, 92’ p.27
21:00 SAVING ONE WHO WAS DEAD
/ ZPRÁVA O ZÁCHRANĚ MRTVÉHO
by Václav Kadrnka (CZ/SK/FR 2021), drama, 90’ p.29
19.30 CLOSING EVENT with FLYING ORKESTAR
(FR) live & LAZARUS SOUNDSYSTEM DJs (BE)
19.30 Doors & food, 21.00 Flying Orkestar live,
23.00 Lazarus Soundsystem DJs p.91

23 OCTOBER
Cin
Cin
nEi

nEi

nEi
kin

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

18:00 SISTERHOOD / СЕСТРИ
by Dina Duma (MK/KV/ME 2021), drama, 90’ p.59
20:30 BAD ROADS / ПОГАНІ ДОРОГИ
by Natalya Vorozhbit (UA 2020), drama, 105’ p.34
16:30 LOVE AROUND THE WORLD
/ LJUBAV OKO SVIJETA
by Davor & Andjela Rostuhar
(HR 2021), documentary, 75’ p.75
18:00 GOODBYE, SOVIET UNION
/ HÜVASTI, NSVL!
by Lauri Randla (EE/FI 2020), comedy, 91’ p.39
20:30 A NEW SHIFT / NOVÁ ŠICHTA
by Jindřich Andrš (CZ 2020), documentary, 91’ p.69
19:00 AWARDS CEREMONY
MY SUNNY MAAD / MOJE SLUNCE MAAD
by Michaela Pavlátová
(CZ/FR/SK 2021), animation, 81’ p.22

24 OCTOBER

SUNDAY

15:00 LE DIRIGEABLE VOLÉ
/ UKRADENÁ VZDUCHOLOĎ
by Karel Zeman (CS/IT 1966), adventure, 88’,
in French, (age 7+) p.80
18:00 RAIN
Cin
by Janno Jürgens (EE 2020), drama, 98’ p.56
20:30 GRAND PRIX WINNER REPETITION
Cin
See www.cineast.lu for details
16:30 ENCOUNTER with RADU JUDE
nEi
Discussion with the award-winning Romanian
director about his career, cinema & more p.92
19:00 CHARITY PROJECT FINALE
nEi
BITCH, A DEROGATORY TERM FOR A WOMAN
/ PRASICA, SLABŠALNI IZRAZ ZA ŽENSKO
by Tijana Zinajić (SI 2021), comedy, 90’ p.36
19:00 MY SUNNY MAAD / MOJE SLUNCE MAAD
uto
by Michaela Pavlátová
(CZ/FR/SK 2021), animation, 81’ p.22
20:00 #DOGPOOPGIRL
aC by Andrei Huțuleac (RO 2021), comedy/drama, 78’
Cin

p.31

Cinemas

Events venues

Cin

Cinémathèque

mEl

Melusina Club

nEi

Neimënster

rot

Rotondes

uto

Ciné Utopia

van

Vantage Bar

kin

Kinepolis

aC

Ancien Cinéma

kuf

Kulturfabrik

81/2

Kino Achteinhalb

Cna

Ciné Starlight
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MiA MiSSeS Her revenGe
MiA își rAteAZă răZbunAreA

cinéscOpe
OnLine

(romania 2020) by BogDaN theoDor olteaNu
drama, 82 min, en subtitles
big screen

13/10
wed

18/10
mOn

20.45

nei

18.30

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

14/10

A slap by her jealous boyfriend sends Mia packing. She moves back in with
her mom and confides in her friends from drama school. Against all
advice, she decides to make a sex video to send to her ex. She just needs
to find a man to agree to her plan. This quest soon becomes an exploration of Mia’s own views on feminism, stereotypes, sexuality, domestic violence, privilege, professionalism and a few other topics, with or against
everyone around her.
After Several Conversations about a Very Tall Girl (2018), this is the director’s second movie in a triptych featuring young female protagonists
whose firm adherence to their ideals shed light on how Bucharest’s culture
and the Romanian public space might improve. Two main camera styles
are used to differentiate Mia’s diary and video-letters to her ex- boyfriend
from the documentary feel of the general storytelling. The dialogues,
largely based on the actors’ improvised performance of a given situation,
are fresh, alert and true. The theatrical milieu yields delightful meta-levels
in the conversations. Tender, low budget, and yet entirely worth seeing –
far more than a simple case study of some youthful tribulations.
With the participation of the actress Ioana Bugarin

ioaNa BugariN

is a Romanian film and theatre actress. She
graduated from Bucharest National University of Theatrical Arts and Cinematography
in 2019. She is a full-time collaborator of the
Odeon Theatre in Bucharest. Her acting
filmography includes: Otto The Barbarian
(competing at Sarajevo IFF; CinEast 2020),
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the leading role in Mia Misses Her Revenge
(presented at Warsaw IFF; CinEast 2021), and
the shorts Basmofilia and About Us (CinEast
2021). She plays the lead role in Miracle directed by Bogdan George Apetri, presented
at the 2021 Venice Film Festival (in the official
competition of CinEast 2021).

cinéscOpe
Young TalenTs award
OnLine

big screen

15/10

18.30

fri

Cin

21/10

21.00

thu

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

MirrOrS in tHe dArk
ZrCAdlA ve tMě
(Czech republic 2021) by ŠiMoN holý
drama, 83 min, en subtitles
It takes 36 intimate questions for a couple to find out whether their relationship is worth saving. Marie and her boyfriend František are ready to
delve into this experiment. Marie is a dancer who has just turned 30 and
is full of doubts not only about the course of her private life but also about
her career as an artist. Is the questionnaire going to help her find some
of the much-needed answers?
Using a formally distinct cinematic language which gives equal weight to
polished dialogue, facial expression and body in movement, this ambitious black-and-white feature debut is an absorbing and lively portrayal
of Prague millennials who are facing a sea of insecurities and trying to
navigate their way ahead in life and art.
With the support of the Czech Centre in Brussels

16/10
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nAturAl liGHt
terMéSZeteS Fény

cinéscOpe
OnLine

(hungary, latvia, France, germany 2021) by DéNes Nagy
drama, 103 min, en subtitles
big screen

17/10
sun

21/10
thu

20.30

Cin
18.30

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

18/10

A slow, but intense story of the human condition, set in the most testing
of environments: war. This is World War II, in the occupied Soviet Union.
István Semetka is a simple farmer serving as a sub-lieutenant in the
Hungarian army. In the middle of a swampy forest, his company falls under
enemy fire. As the commander is killed, Semetka has to overcome his fear
and take command of the unit, being dragged into a chaos that he cannot
control.
Natural Light is a rare kind of war movie: low on action, with the horrific main
event taking place discreetly off-screen, and the silences between the sparse
lines of dialogue are filled with tension. We are witnesses to a long, slow
march towards an atrocity.
The film premiered at the Berlinale 2021 and won the Silver Bear
for Best Director.
With the participation of the director Dénes Nagy

DéNes Nagy

is a Hungarian filmmaker, writer and actor.
In 2009, he graduated from the University of
Theatre and Film Arts in Budapest. His short
fiction Soft Rain premiered at “Directors’
Fortnight” at Cannes in 2013, and received
numerous best awards on the international
festival circuit (Odense IFF, Vilnius IFF, Vila
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de Conde IFF). His filmography also includes
two feature-length documentaries, Another
Hungary (2013) and Harm (2015). Natural Light
(2021) is his feature fiction film debut.

OtAr’S deAtH

cinéscOpe
cinécycLe

(georgia, germany, lithuania 2021) by ioseB “soso” BliaDze
drama, 105 min, en subtitles

big screen

12/10
tue

18/10
mOn

19.00

utO
21.00

utO

Two seemingly disparate families, one living in the pulsating modern
center of Tbilisi and the other on the city’s bucolic outskirts. Each one faces
its own existential difficulties, but they are brought together by a tragic event.
The victims of the accident offer not to press charges if they are paid. And so,
Keti, whose sixteen-year-old son Nika caused the accident, is thrown into
a chaotic series of meetings as she tries to collect the large sum of money.
With a keen sense of inventiveness, attention to detail and spoonful of the
social absurd, this remarkable debut weaves a tragicomic story from
multiple perspectives, while painting a panoramic and lively portrayal
of contemporary society in Georgia.
The film premiered at Karlovy Vary IFF 2021 and won the critics’
FEDEORA award.
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rAin

cinéscOpe
cinécycLe
OnLine

(estonia 2020) by jaNNo jürgeNs
drama, 98 min, en subtitles

big screen

08/10
fri

24/10
sun

18.30

Cin
18.00

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

09/10
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The life of 11-year-old Atz changes when his much older brother Rain
returns unexpectedly to the family home to confront their authoritarian
father. Atz witnesses the clashes between the two introspective and
stubborn men with differing views of the world, and the endlessly patient
efforts of his emotionally starved mother to reconcile them. The mood
changes when Rain falls for Aleksandra, a beautiful Slavic woman with
a sketchy background, while Atz is drawn to his best friend´s older sister
and to a mysterious red-headed girl next door…
Based on engaging performances and peculiar storytelling, Rain is
a charming debut, which finds the delicate balance between comedy
and drama to explore family relationships and taciturn masculinity as seen
from the perspective of a thoughtful pre-teen boy.

runner
bėGikė

cinéscOpe
OnLine

(lithuania, Czech republic 2021) by aNDrius Blaževičius
drama, 87 min, en subtitles
big screen

09/10

20.30

sat

Cin

15/10

20.00

fri

kuF

OnLine cinema
starting from

10/10

When Marija discovers that her boyfriend Vytas, who has had yet another
of his psychotic episodes, has disappeared from his apartment, she runs
out into the streets in a frantic search to find him and prevent a possible
tragedy. Grabbing at every random clue about his whereabouts, she
embarks on a fast-paced odyssey, which takes her to every nook and
cranny of the city.
Set over the course of 24 hours and employing distinct formal components, such as restless camera movement or unsettling soundscapes,
to closely follow and underscore Marija’s frenetic state of mind and heart,
Runner tells an engaging story of love, freedom, sacrifice and, first and
foremost, of pursuing matters of supreme urgency.
The film premiered in the East of the West competition of the
Karlovy Vary IFF 2021.
With the participation of the director Andrius Blaževičius
With the support of the Lithuanian Embassy in Brussels

aNDrius Blaževičius

born in Vilnius to a Lithuanian-Polish family. In
2011, he graduated in Film Directing from the
Lithuanian Music and Theater Academy. During
his studies, he completed several short films,
including Ten Reasons (2011), winner of two
Lithuanian Film Academy Awards. His feature
debut, The Saint (2016) premiered at the Film

Festivals in Busan and Warsaw and received
several Lithuanian Film Academy Awards. He
works as a freelance director and a programmer
of the Vilnius International Short Film Festival.
Runner is his sophomore feature.
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cinéscOpe
fOcus On sLOvenia
OnLine

big screen

11/10

21.00

mOn

Cin

22/10

21.00

fri

Cin

SAnreMO
(slovenia, italy 2020) by Miroslav MaNDić
drama, 85 min, en subtitles
Bruno and Duša, two elderly people, live in the same nursing home.
They share the same everyday routines and enjoy their time together.
They look like an old couple, except that sometimes it seems like they are
meeting for the first time. Bruno´s memory has become an unreliable map.
He gets confused and lost, forgetting his previous encounters with Duša.
His past tends to resurface violently, causing him to run in search of people and things long gone.
Sanremo is beautifully shot, with fine acting and a slow pace. It tells the
touching story of a fragile relationship, painting an atmospheric and emphatically humane, yet unsentimental, picture of old age and its failings.
The film premiered in the Official Competition of the Tallinn Black Nights
IFF 2020 and is Slovenia’s candidate for Oscars.

OnLine cinema
starting from

12/10
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With the support of the Slovenian Film Centre

cinéscOpe
cinéyOuth [16+]
Young TalenTs award
OnLine

big screen

21.00

19/10
tue

Cin

23/10

18.00

sat

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

20/10

SiSterHOOd
сестРИ
(N. Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro 2021) by DiNa DuMa
drama, 90 min, en subtitles
Teenagers Maya and Jana are inseparable and do everything together.
Headstrong Jana usually takes the lead and Maya follows. One night at
a party they catch Elena, the most popular girl in school, having sex on
video with Maya’s long-term crush. Posting the video on Instagram,
a simple click away, can ruin a person’s life.
Timely and significant, Duma’s feature urges a reflection about our
“digital me”, the impact these “hybrid” worlds have on young people’s
lives and the “Insta wars” when every smartphone potentially turns into
a gun. She creates an intricate, self-contained cinematic world reflected in
the creative geography of the capital, Skopje, in which Maya’s and Jana’s
coming of age takes place. When “the good ones stay silent”, the mysterious
Matka Canyon - offering an escape to young people from the City and the
eyes of adults - can become a war ground where evil is safeguarded by the
indifference of nature...
Winner of the Special Jury Prize in this year’s East of the West competition
at Karlovy Vary IFF, Sisterhood is Dina Duma’s promising feature debut
exploring the phenomenon of social media bullying, the “slut-shaming”
of young women and the boundaries between our recorded and lived lives.
With the online participation of the director Dina Duma

DiNa DuMa

born in Skopje, Macedonia. In 2014, she
graduated in Film and TV directing from the
Skopje Faculty of Dramatic Arts in 2014.
In 2016, she took part in “Berlinale Talents“,
the talent development programme for
emerging filmmakers. After several short
films, namely Elena (2016), They Come from

the Center of the World (2017) and Without
Love (2018), she directed and co-wrote
Sisterhood (2021), her feature debut, which
won the Special Jury Prize in the East of the
West Competition section at the Karlovy Vary
International Film Festival.
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cinéscOpe
cinéyOuth [16+]
Young TalenTs award
OnLine

big screen

08/10
fri

12/10
tue

60

19.00

utO
21.00

utO

StOp-ZeMliA
стОП-Земля
(ukraine 2021) by KateryNa gorNostai
drama, 122 min, en subtitles
Introverted high-school girl, Masha, sees herself as an outsider unless she
hangs around with other outsiders, her two classmates Yana and Senia.
While navigating the emotional turmoil of waiting for life to begin and dealing with the pressures of the pre-graduation year, Masha falls in love in a way
that forces her out of her comfort zone.
Set to a softly pulsating electronic score, Stop-Zemlia unfurls a delicate
landscape of coming of age, finely balanced between moments of lightness and sadness, reality and dreams. Blurring the lines between documentary and fiction, this is a remarkable debut from Ukrainian director,
Kateryna Gornostai, telling a deeply personal story about self-discovery
and the patience it requires.

OnLine cinema
starting from

The film won the Crystal Bear for the Best Feature Film in the
Generation 14plus section of this year’s Berlinale.

09/10

With the support of the Ukrainian Embassy in Brussels

tHe AMAteurS
AMAtOrZy

funnyeast
OnLine

(Poland 2020) by iwoNa sieKierzyńsKa
drama/comedy, 95 min, en subtitles
big screen

16/10

20.00

sat

nei

19/10

20.00

tue

AC

The film follows a theatre group made up of intellectually disabled people
passionate about acting, led by the charismatic Krzysiek whose disabled
sister is one of the main actresses in the ensemble. The group wins a prize
and gets an opportunity to stage a play in a real theatre alongside professional actors. However, things get complicated when the director of the
theatre sets some conditions that are difficult to comply with. And could
they really manage to adapt and perform Shakespeare’s Hamlet?
This heart-warming movie with remarkable performances by a mostly
amateur cast composed to a large extent of people with Down syndrome
touches on the questions of the acceptance of disabled people in society,
and the current state of the Polish cultural industry.

OnLine cinema
starting from

17/10
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cinéspeciaLs
LuX meets cee

big screen

17/10
sun

20.00

AC

tHe COnGreSS
(israel, germany, Poland, luxembourg, Belgium 2013) by ari FolMaN
drama/sci-fi, 120 min, en subtitles
The film by Ari Folman (Waltz with Bashir) is based on Stanisław Lem’s novel
The Futurological Congress. In this novel, this internationally acclaimed
science-fiction writer describes the chemical dictatorship of pharmaceutical
companies. Folman added a new dimension to what once was an allegory
of the communist era in Lem’s novel, by relocating the film’s action in the
very centre of the entertainment business.
The Congress features Robin Wright, playing herself, who gets an offer from
a major studio to sell her cinematic identity, meaning she’ll be numerically
scanned and sampled so that her alias can be used without restrictions
in all kinds of Hollywood films – even the most commercial ones that she
previously refused. In exchange, she receives heaps of money,
but more importantly, the studio agrees to keep her digitalized character
forever young – for all eternity – in all of their films. The contract is valid for
20 years. The Congress follows Robin as she makes her comeback after the
contract expires, straight into the world of future fantasy cinema.
‘In the post-“Avatar” era, every filmmaker must ponder whether the flesh
and blood actors who have rocked our imagination since childhood can
be replaced by computer-generated 3D images. Can these computerized
characters create in us the same excitement and enthusiasm, and does it
truly matter?’ (Director’s statement)
Screened in the framework of the “Stanisław Lem Film Retrospection”
organised by the Ancien Cinéma Vianden.
Organised in collaboration with
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cinéscOpe
cinécycLe
cinéyOuth [16+]
OnLine

big screen

09/10
sat

18/10
mOn

18.00

Cin
18.30

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

10/10
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tHe WHite FOrtreSS
tAbiJA
(Canada, Bosnia and herzegovina 2020) by igor Drljača
drama/romance, 89 min, en subtitles
Faruk is a youngster from a rundown suburb of Sarajevo. He takes care of
his ailing grandmother and tries to make a living by selling scrap iron with
his uncle, running deals on his scooter for his pal, Almir, and getting involved in the criminal activities of a local mobster boss. One day in a shopping mall, he meets Mona, a timid high school student from an affluent
family of the Sarajevo “new elite”. Mona is dreaming of escape from the
overbearing environment of her posh home life.
Charmingly filmed and cast, The White Fortress is both an elegiac drama
of coming-of-age, and a fairy-tale teen romance between two people from
diametrically different worlds. The film captures the splendour and
melancholy of today´s Sarajevo.

tWO SHipS
MArťAnSké lOdě

cinéscOpe
OnLine

(Czech republic, Norway 2021) by jaN FouKal
drama/romance, 76 min, en subtitles
big screen

19/10
tue

20/10
wed

18.30

Cin
20.00

kuF

OnLine cinema
starting from

Eliška is a psychologist, Martin is a musician. They meet at a birthday party,
and she invites him to perform at one of her lectures on mental disorders.
They clearly hit it off right from the start. What begins as a romantic
adventure against a backdrop of a slow-paced summer in the Moravian
metropolis, Brno, turns into a story of an intense relationship.
Relying on spontaneous, unostentatious performances in the central roles
from Eliška Křenková and the musician, Martin Kyšperský, this is a lyrical
film about love and the possibilities and limits of knowing and understanding another person. Because – not unlike a song – this film evokes a certain
ongoing mood and raises the perennial question of what can and cannot
be put into words.
With the support of the Czech Centre in Brussels

20/10
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unidentiFied
neidentiFiCAt

cinéscOpe
OnLine

(romania, Czech republic, latvia 2020) by BogDaN george aPetri
thriller, 123 min, en subtitles
big screen

08/10
fri

21.00

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

09/10

In the idyllic setting of Piatra Neamț, lulled by Chopin’s music and by bird
song, a grouchy and increasingly unkempt police inspector with a vigilante
style obsesses over the arson investigation entrusted to another colleague.
A fluid camera that follows him day and night, black humour that leaves
him cold, his stark – but shared – take on an illiterate suspect, accumulating
debt… Nothing is as it seems.
An introspective movie that takes special care to construct each character
and create total suspense, this is the second feature film by Apetri, ten years
after his debut, and the first storyboard of a movie triptych, whose characters
meet occasionally and who take turns in the spotlight.
‘The spiritual voyage of the central character underlines a world in which
the moral and ethical codes have been replaced by simple laws designed
to ensure the survival of the individual at the expense of the larger society.’
(Bogdan George Apetri)
The film won the Special Jury Award at the Warsaw IFF 2020.
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verA dreAMS OF tHe SeA
verA AndrrOn detin

cinéscOpe
cinécycLe
OnLine

(Kosovo, albania, N. Macedonia 2021) by KaltriNa KrasNiqi
drama/thriller, 82 min, en subtitles

big screen

17/10
sun

20/10
wed

18.00

Cin
21.00

Cin

OnLine cinema
starting from

18/10

Vera (64) is a sign language interpreter, married to Fatmir (65), a retired
judge. She has come alone to the city, with her sign language as her sole
‘inheritance’ as a female child. Fatmir and Vera have been trying to sell
their village house for years, their plan to provide a future for Sara (28),
their daughter, a single mother to one child. Once they finally have a
buyer, and Vera’s dream of going to the seaside can come true, a tragedy
happens. Vera has to decide whether to give in and continue her quiet life
as a woman, or to take the fate of her family in her own hands and do the
impossible, negotiate her family’s future.
Kaltrina Krasniqi sets us between these two heroines in Pristina, mother
and daughter, an interpreter and an actress, coming from different generations, but both struggling to find their voice in a male-dominated society
and a tradition which bars women (sometimes, by any means imaginable)
from property rights. Presented in the Orizzonti competition of this year’s
Venice IFF, Vera Dreams Of The Sea unveils to us present day Kosovo and
gives a powerful voice to women.
With the support of the Embassy of Kosovo in Brussels
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dOcumentary

cinédOcs
cinédebates
OnLine

big screen

20.00

17/10
sun

nei

18/10

20.00

mOn

AC

OnLine cinema
starting from

18/10

A MArriAGe
MAnželStvÍ
(Czech republic, usa 2021) by KateřiNa hager & asaD Faruqi
documentary, 74 min, en subtitles
When Zdenka, a wheelchair-bound single woman living in the Czech
Republic, started playing online games with strangers, she did not know
it would change her life. Neither did Tabish, a computer scientist based
a world away in Pakistan. Their friendship turned to romance, and after
flying to Sri Lanka to meet in real life, the committed couple got married.
Tabish started filling out Czech immigration applications and Zdenka
eagerly awaited her husband’s arrival. However, five years later, the two
remain apart, forced to live their married life on Skype. Repeatedly, the
Czech authorities have rejected Tabish’s visa requests. What are their
reasons? Are they protecting Zdenka from what they consider a feigned
marriage with an opportunistic young man from Pakistan seeking entry
into the EU? Or is it simply a case of racism?
17/10 - love evening, thematic evening (with Love Around The World, p.75)
Faces of love – a debate about love in its many forms, focusing on
dating, marriage, intimacy and friendship, all with people living—and loving—with disabilities. Moderated by Martyna Adamska, accompanied by
the director of the film, Sandra Michely (trainer and educator from
Planning Familial) and Christine Fandel (Info-Handicap).
With the participation of the director Kateřina Hager
With the support of
KateřiNa hager

is a Czech documentary filmmaker and
producer. She graduated in Cultural
Anthropology from Charles University
in Prague and received her formal film
training at Prague Film School. In 2012,
she founded “Bohemian Productions”, a
production company focusing on production
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and marketing of documentary films. Her
filmography includes several short films and
feature-length documentaries Children of
Flamenco (2013), Children Online (2017) and
A Marriage (2021). Her films have been shown
at many renowned international film festivals.

A neW SHiFt
nOvá šiCHtA

cinédOcs
cinécycLe
OnLine

(Czech republic 2020) by jiNDřiCh aNDrŠ
documentary, 91 min, en subtitles

big screen

13/10
wed

23/10
sat

18.30

nei

20.30

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

14/10

Tomáš lives in the industrial city of Ostrava. His life as a miner follows the
daily routine of work-pub-bed. Then, one day, the mine where he has
worked for over 20 years closes. Tomáš has to pluck up the courage to
make some radical changes. After completing a tough retraining course in
programming, he discovers that the ability to write a functional computer
programme is not enough. The real challenge is to sell himself on the job
market.
Filled with keenly observed social detail, plenty of empathy for its protagonist and the refreshing humour of the social underdog, A New Shift tells
the gripping real-life story of what it takes to switch from blue to white
collar work.
The film was presented at Dok Leipzig 2020, Ji.hlava IDFF 2020,
Visions du Réel 2021 and many other festivals.
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OnLine

big screen

14/10
thu

20.45

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

15/10

AntiGOne – HOW dAre We!
AntiGOnA – kAkO Si upAMO!
(slovenia 2020) by jaNi sever
documentary, 87 min, en subtitles
Antigone, from Greek mythology, is generally understood as a symbol of
moral resistance against the power of the state. In his interpretation, the
Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek challenges this understanding and articulates a provocative question of who is the Antigone of today. Does she
represent the populists, anti-migrants and fundamentalists, or those who
oppose them? Is she truly an emancipatory heroine, or is she a part of the
problem?
Starring Žižek himself as a guide, introducing passages from his play
“The Triple Life of Antigone”, staged in a Ljubljana housing estate, and using other audiovisual material related to different social and political cataclysms, Jani Sever’s film provides a contemporary reading of the classical
Greek tragedy shedding new light on some hot ethical and political issues
of the EU.
With the support of the Slovenian Film Centre
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cinédOcs
cinécycLe
cinédebates
fridays 4 pLanet
OnLine
big screen

18.30

15/10
fri

nei

20/10

20.00

wed

AC

OnLine cinema
starting from

16/10

AS FAr AS pOSSible
мАй ДАлекО - мАй ДОбРе
(ukraine 2021) by gaNNa iaroshevyCh
documentary, 71 min, en subtitles
Coming from the big city, Michel wants to settle down in a remote Ukrainian village in the Carpathian mountains and take care of rare, endangered
animals - water buffalo. Reverse migrating, this 30-something-year-old is
consciously choosing ‘the simple life’ and has decided what he wants is:
“[…] two horses, one cow, five buffaloes, a little hut with an orchard of
apple and walnut trees, children and a smart woman”. And all of this as far
as possible from civilisation... But after ten years of being a loner, Michel
falls in love with Vera, a woman from his hometown in Germany, and soon
he will have to choose - either to stay in Germany, or to pursue his dream
and live “as far as possible” saving the endangered animals in his adopted
land, Ukraine.
What is it that one (really) needs in life? And is the solution to the hustle
and bustle of daily life going ‘away from civilisation’? Is it even possible to
do so? Ganna Iaroshevych’s debut feature invites us on a journey with
Misha and the buffaloes, exploring what it could mean finding one’s own
sense of freedom.
15/10 - Fridays for the planet, thematic evening (with The Last Generation, p. 77)
With the participation of the director Ganna Iaroshevych
(see also cinédebate after The Last Generation)
With the support of the Ukrainian Embassy in Brussels
gaNNa iaroshevyCh

is an Ukrainian filmmaker and communication
strategist. In 2014, she graduated in Creative
Media Practice from the University of Sussex.
While studying in the UK, she worked as a
freelance video maker and editor for TV and
independent film projects. Since 2014, she has
been working for “Babylon’13”, the Ukrainian

cinematographic community promoting
“cinema of a civil protest”, as a film director and
editor. As Far As Possible is her first featurelength documentary, made over the last four
years.
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cinédOcs
cinécycLe
east gOes west
OnLine

big screen

18/10
mOn

20.45

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

19/10

brOtHerHOOd
brAtrStvÍ
(Czech republic, italy 2021) by FraNCesCo MoNtagNer
documentary, 97 min, en subtitles
Jabir, Usama and Useir are three young Bosnian brothers born into a family
of shepherds where their strict Muslim father holds draconian control over
their lives through a regime of daily prayers. Their traditional farmstead
seems cut off from civilisation. When their father is sentenced to two years
in prison, the brothers are suddenly left on their own. In the absence of the
patriarch and the daily drill, they suddenly find new freedom.
Brotherhood offers a revealing “cinema verité” look at traditional rural
life in an Islamic household, observing the moment of transition from
boyhood to manhood and the uneasy search for identity.
The film has won the Golden Leopard in the Filmmakers of the Present
section of Locarno IFF 2021.
With the participation of the director Francesco Montagner

FraNCesCo MoNtagNer

Born in Treviso, Italy, he studied Documentary
Directing at FAMU in Prague. In 2014, he
directed, shot and produced Animata resistenza, his feature documentary debut about the life
and work of the renowned Italian animator
Simone Massi. The film has been presented at
the 71st Venice Film Festival and awarded the
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Venice Classics Award for the Best Documentary on Cinema. His second feature documentary,
Brotherhood, was presented at Locarno
International Film Festival 2021 and won the
Golden Leopard.

GOrbACHev. HeAven
GOrbAčOvS. pArAdīZe

cinédOcs
OnLine

(latvia, Czech republic 2020) by vitaly MaNsKy
documentary, 100 min, en subtitles
big screen

19/10
tue

20.45

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

20/10

The recipient of a wide range of awards, including the Nobel Peace Prize,
widely praised for his pivotal role in ending the Cold War, and considered
one of the most significant yet controversial figures of the second half
of the 20th century, 90-year-old Mikhail Gorbachev, currently living on
his secluded estate outside Moscow, reflects on his life in a series of
interviews with filmmaker Vitaly Mansky.
Gorbachev. Heaven presents a lyrical portrait of this former political giant
in his twilight years, explores the major moments in his political career and
gives him the opportunity to reminisce about the past. History will judge
Gorbachev, but Gorbachev, a vocal critic of Boris Yeltsin and Vladimir
Putin, presents his own, final testimony.
The film scored the Award for Best Directing in the Feature-Length
Competition at IDFA 2020.
19/10 - rip uSSr, thematic evening (with Goodbye, Soviet Union, p. 39)
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HOW i beCAMe A pArtiSAn
AkO SOM SA StAlA pArtiZánkOu

cinédOcs
OnLine

(slovakia, Czech republic 2021) by vera laCKová
documentary, 90 min, en subtitles
big screen

14/10
thu

21/10
thu

20.00

AC

18.30

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

22/10
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Vera Lacková is a young Roma documentary filmmaker. In her sophomore
feature-length documentary, she sets out to research the Slovak partisan
resistance movement during World War II in order to shed light on forgotten
life stories of Roma partisans. Her quest is autobiographical, focusing on the
story of her great-grandfather Ján Lacko.
Far from being yet another boring tour of dusty archives, this is a playful,
funny and engaging documentary, driven by the energetic and charismatic
nature of the young filmmaker who uses her DIY historical research not only
to find out more about her family, but also to explore the limits of tolerance
in today’s society and to discover and accept her own identity.
The film was presented at the goEast Film Festival 2021 (Award for
Cultural Diversity) and Visions du Réel 2021.
With the support of the Slovak Embassy in Brussels and the association
Slovaks in Luxembourg

lOve ArOund tHe WOrld
lJubAv OkO SviJetA

cinédOcs
OnLine

(Croatia 2021) by aNDjela & Davor rostuhar
documentary, 75 min, en subtitles
big screen

12/10
tue

17/10
sun

23/10
sat

20.00

AC

18.00

nei

16.30

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

18/10

From deep within the Amazonian forests and remote villages in the Himalayas to the world’s largest metropolises, this documentary shows us 33
different stories about love and marriage, challenges and struggles, highs
and lows. It creates one big love story reminding us how love can never be
simple, but at the same time how few things on Earth are as simple as love.
Andjela and Davor, experienced world travellers, young and in love, spent
15 months travelling around the world with one task: to find the answer to
the question - What is love? Through simple universal questions, they
present a colourful collage of subjective impressions of 40 different couples
reflecting various stages of relationships – from the moment they met or had
their first date, through their decision to get married or move in together,
their subsequent fights and challenges, and all the way to the present moment and their plans for the future.
Shot with truly amazing images from various places, the film is not only
a joyful and entertaining postcard from around the world but it makes us
rethink what we know about love.
The film received the Audience Award at the ZagrebDox Film Festival 2021.
17/10 - love evening, thematic evening & cinédebate
(after A Marriage, see p.68)
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tHe bAlCOny MOvie
FilM bAlkOnOWy

cinédOcs
cinécycLe
OnLine

(Poland 2021) by Paweł łozińsKi
documentary, 100 min, en subtitles
big screen

07/10

20.00

14/10

nei

thu

thu

AC

18.30

OnLine cinema
starting from

15/10

Can we meet an entire cross-section of people just by putting the camera in
a fixed place? Maybe it’s enough to stop for a moment to get a deeper insight?
The Polish film director Paweł Łoziński believes you can. For him everyone’s
story is unique and life surpasses imagination. He spent almost two years
on the balcony of his Warsaw apartment, watching people passing by and
trying to start a conversation. Conversations about what? Well, about life, this
and that. This short feature on a stretch of pavement and people stopping
on it creates a universal, interesting and touching story about the world
we live in. Similar to Kieślowski’s Talking Heads but in a feature film format,
the conversations uncover vivid emotions, thoughts, attitudes, and create a
sincere reflection of the human condition.
Łoziński, with his latest effort awarded at this year’s Locarno film festival, invites
us to his private balcony which he has transformed into a shooting set, a
theatre stage and a confessional, a remarkable transformation of distance into
proximity.
The film was part of IDFA’s Official Selection and won the Grand Prix
in Locarno’s Critics’ Week 2021.
With the online participation of the director Paweł Łoziński

Paweł łozińsKi

is a Polish director, cinematographer and producer of documentary films. Graduate of the Directing Department at the Film School in Łódź,
he lectures in documentary film direction at the
National Film School in Łódź and Gdynia Film
School. Author of more than 20 internationally acclaimed and award-winning documentary
films. Łoziński is well known for creating simple,
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intimate films, documenting ordinary peoples’
stories, in which the smallest individual problems
are shown against a background of wider social
issues. His film Chemo (2008), which is an intimate
portrait of people struggling with cancer, was the
most acclaimed Polish documentary of 2009. His
personal film about the difficult relationship with
his father, Father and Son (2013), has received
awards at a number of international festivals.

cinédOcs
cinécycLe
fridays 4 pLanet
OnLine

big screen

15/10
fri

22/10
fri

20.30

nei
20.45

nei

OnLine cinema
starting from

16/10

tHe lASt GenerAtiOn
OStAtnie pOkOlenie
(Poland 2021) by MiKołaj Borowy
documentary, 55 min, en subtitles
Janka wakes up every day thinking about the end of the world. She belongs
to the last generation that can reduce the effects of the climate catastrophe.
This burden pushes Janka into taking radical action. A fascinating portrait of
a determined young person for whom activism turns out to be something
that gives her strength and hope. International premiere.
15/10 - Fridays for the planet, thematic evening (with As Far As Possible, p. 71)
dreams of escape from the System – a debate on the statement that
the ruthless rules of our economic and social system lead us to our downfall
- individual and collective. Is it possible to stop this machine - to get out of
the system or reorient it from within, or are these just utopian dreams?
With the participation of the director, producer and protagonist of the film,
as well as the director of As Far As Possible (see bio on p. 71)

MiKołaj Borowy is a Polish film director
and social activist. He collaborated with Wojtek
Smarzowski as an assistant director for group
scenes in Clergy (2018) and Wedding 2 (2021).
Currently, he is a third-year student of directing
at the film school in Katowice. He has been
strongly involved in the climate movement
since 2018. He collaborated with: Extinction
Rebellion, Youth Climate Strike and Camp
for Climate. The Last Generation (2021) is his
feature-length debut, which he also produced.
jaNKa ŚwierzewsKa is a Polish social
and climate activist. She inspires people to
act by trying to combine different struggles
because she knows that as the last generation,
we should live together, on a living planet, with
basic safety and equality. She engages in anti-

fascism and feminist activities. She is a member
of Samba Warszawski Rumor and Food Not
Bombs. Moderating debates and meetings is
also one of her activities. In March 2019, she
joined School Strike for Climate.

Maria Krauss is a Polish film-maker,
historian and film producer. She worked as an
editor and collaborator of historical institutions.
In 2012, together with Joanna Plesnar, she
founded a production company Plesnar &
Krauss FILMS. She produced and worked on
titles such as: Bloody Daughter (Stéphanie
Argerich, 2012), Dramas (Zvika Gregory Portnoy,
2017), Cold Romantic Sorrowful Songs (Zuzanna
Solakiewicz, 2018) or Once Upon a Time in
Poland (Klusak-Remunda, 2020).
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cinédOcs
cinédebates
east gOes west
LuX meets cee

big screen

10/10
sun

14/10
thu

19.00

kin
19.00

CnA

tHe livinG WitneSSeS
leS téMOinS vivAntS
(luxembourg 2021) by KaroliNa MarKiewiCz & PasCal PiroN
documentary, 84 min, en subtitles
The Living Witnesses is a film tying the past to the present: from antisemitism, racism and the Holocaust of the Second World War to the new wave
of racism emerging throughout Europe today. Three living witnesses of
the Second World War, survivors of deportation or concentration camps,
meet three students from Luxembourg. Confronted with the material and
oral testimony of the Shoah, the students realise how a considerable role
the crimes against humanity still play today.
thou Shalt not be indifferent – a debate on the subject of the necessary and constant work of remembering in relation to the horrors of the past
– so that this past never repeats. The participants include the directors of the
film, the protagonists Marian Turski, Claude Marx (former president of the
Consistoire israélite de Luxembourg) and Christina Khoury (International law
student in the Netherlands) and the producer Paul Thiltges (PTD).
With the support of Film Fund Luxembourg
MariaN tursKi

the Council of the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews in Warsaw and is a member
of the International Council of Auschwitz. In
2020, he delivered a speech during the ceremony of the 75th anniversary of the liberation
of Auschwitz, entitled “Do not be indifferent”.

The collaborative work of KaroliNa
MarKiewiCz and PasCal PiroN
creates links between cinema, visual arts and
theatre. Karolina studied political science,
philosophy and theatre, and works as a film
and theatre director. Pascal studied visual
arts and works as an artist and director.
Their projects include: the 2013 installation

“Everybody should have the right to die in an
expensive car”; a series of short films entitled
Side-Effects of Reality (2016); interactive virtual
reality films and installations, such as Fever
(2019), Sublimation (2019) or My Identity Is This
Expanse (2020); or The Living Witnesses (2020),
a feature documentary film about cultural
memory and the Holocaust.

(born in 1926) is a Polish historian and journalist of Jewish origin. He was 17 when he,
his family and close friends were deported
to Auschwitz from the ghetto of Łódź (Litzmannstadt). After the war, he travelled a lot,
studied history in the USA, and befriended
Martin Luther King. Since 2009, he has chaired
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big screen

09/10

16.30

sat

nei

13/10

20.00

wed

AC

OnLine cinema
starting from

10/10

Wild SlOveniA
divJA SlOveniJA
(slovenia 2021) by Matej vraNić
documentary, 83 min, in english
The visually striking documentary Wild Slovenia presents the very diverse
fauna and flora of Slovenia, focusing on mammals and birds, and shows
some particularly interesting species of amphibians, fish, insects and
plants – from the endemic proteus to brown bears. We venture among the
highest Alpine peaks and into the remote Dinaric forests; we travel across
the Pannonian plains, descend into the underground caves of the Karst
world and dive into the Adriatic Sea. In each region, we get to know the
animal world typical of it.
The film is a beautifully filmed and captivating audio-visual presentation
of the rich and diverse animal kingdom in Slovenia. The author drew
inspiration from his own experience during the years of observation and
professional photographing of animals and nature. Stunning details,
slowed down scenes, aerial shots, time-lapse imagery, underwater
footage and other creative methods turn the film into a unique and
overwhelming experience.
With the support of the Slovenian Film Centre
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cinema paradisO

cinéyOuth [4+]
cinema paradisO

10/10
sun

15.00

Cin

cinéyOuth [5+]
cinema paradisO

17/10
sun

15.00

Cin

cinéyOuth [7+]
cinema paradisO

24/10
sun
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15.00

Cin

leS AventureS de FerdA lA FOurMi
(Czechoslovakia 1944-1977) by herMíNa týrlová
children animation, 42 min, no spoken language
Ferda is a creative and helpful ant who likes to help all the little animals he
meets on his way.

MiMi et liSA
(slovakia 2018) by KataríNa KereKesová
children animation, 45 min, in French
Mimi, a blind girl, discovers the world around her with the help of her
neighbour Lisa.

le diriGeAble vOlé
ukrAdená vZduCHOlOď
(Czechoslovakia, italy 1966) by Karel zeMaN
adventure, 88 min, in French
Five boys board an airship and embark on a great adventure.
Based on “Two Years’ Holiday” by Jules Verne.
In collaboration with

18.00

oct / sun

10

Short
Fiction FilmS
marathon
– SoUth

nei

a selection of short fiction
films from albania, croatia,
hungary, romania, Serbia,
Slovakia and Slovenia,
155 min

about Us / Despre noi
by Ruxandra Ghițescu
(Romania 2020, 17 min)
Maria (19) is about to leave her
home and family in Romania, to
study and work in Germany. The
last days spent with her mother
and friends make her see more
clearly what she is leaving behind.
agapé
by Márk Beleznai
(Hungary 2020, 16 min)
A teenage film buff and a single
woman in her forties meet each
other. After seeing each other
again, they realise that they have
more in common than they could
have ever imagined and form an
unlikely connection.
armadila
by Gorana Jovanović
(Serbia 2021, 10 min)
A tough thirteen-year-old girl
struggles to keep her emotions in
check, whether they concern her
missing dog or the boy she likes.

Bits / Delčki
by Áron Horváth Botka
(Slovenia 2020, 15 min)
When his father arrives for a visit
in a new truck, eleven-year-old
Teo reaches a decision that
changes his life forever.

Sisters / Sestre
by Katarina Rešek-Kukla
(Slovenia 2020, 23 min)
Three best friends, sworn virgins,
get into a fight with local boys.
When things get rough, they are
saved by a transgender girl.

Boredom / nuda
by Alica Bednáriková
(Slovakia 2020, 19 min)
Boredom follows the life of a
young girl, Greta, who is a pathological liar. Using an unreliable
narration of a story, she deceives
not only the characters, but also
the viewers. Her manipulative
nature escalates into an absurd
chain of events, after which Greta
should be completely transformed. Except she isn’t.

the news
by Lorin Terezi
(Albania, Spain 2020, 23 min)
A newly married woman living
with her in-laws discovers a
corpse and the whole small town
battles to get on national television.

Greetings From nigeria
/ Pozdrav z nigérie
by Peter Hoferica
(Slovakia 2020, 17 min)
When grandpa Emil gets an email
from a Nigerian prince asking for
financial help, he has no other
choice (despite disapproval from
the rest of the family) than to send
him the money. The Nigerian
prince promises not only his royal
gratitude but also half of his heritage in return.

the Penalty Shot
/ Kazneni udarac
by Rok Biček
(Croatia, Slovenia 2021, 15 min)
Two best friends spend an afternoon on a football field, dreaming of making it onto the local
football team. But dreams come
with a price: when a group of
older boys interrupts their game,
one of them will see it as an opportunity to prove himself, while
the other senses something
more sinister is at play.
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oct / tue

12

Short
animateD
FilmS
marathon

18.30

nei

a selection of short
animated films from
Bulgaria, croatia, the
czech republic, estonia,
latvia, n. macedonia and
Poland, 124 min
love is Just a Death away
/ Jsme si o smrt blíž
by Bára Anna Stejskalová
(Czech Republic 2020, 11 min)
A tender story about finding love
even amid utter decay.
all those Sensations in my Belly
/ Sve te senzacije u mom trbuhu
by Marko Dješka
(Croatia 2021, 13 min)
While transitioning from male
to female, Matia struggles with
finding a heterosexual man with
whom to have a genuine intimate
relationship.
comeback
by Vladimir Leschiov
(Latvia, Lithuania 2021, 8 min)
One day, a father recalls the passion of his childhood, which he
had to leave. This burst of nostalgia gives him an idea for a Christmas present for his son. And the
game returns.
i’m here / Jestem tutaj
by Julia Orlik
(Poland 2020, 15 min)
An elderly man is looking after
his paralyzed wife. Despite his
old age and health problems,
he’s doing his best to relieve her
suffering, which is getting worse
day by day. His daughter helps
him, trying to balance the care
with her work in the hospital, and
family life. Everyone has a different view on how to properly care
for the sick, and this often causes
arguments.
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Prince in a Pastry Shop
/ Książę w cukierni
by Katarzyna Agopsowicz
(Poland 2020, 16 min)
A philosophical parable about
a couple eating cakes in a cafe
touching upon fundamental
issues that are close to everyone –
the elusiveness of happiness, the
fact that we are not always able to
perceive it, let alone experience
to the full.
Quarantine
by Ivan Andreevski
(N. Macedonia 2020, 5 min)
The muffling of external noise
stemming from isolation provides
us with enough silence to start
listening to our inner voice. Hello
me, it’s nice to meet you.
red Shoes / rudé boty
by Anna Podskalská
(Czech Republic 2021, 14 min)
The village dance has begun
and Róza hasn’t been invited to
dance. Suddenly, an unknown
stranger appears and invites Róza
to dance, giving her a pair of red
shoes. Róza starts to dance with
great passion, quickly becoming
the center of attention. Soon after,
she realizes she can’t control the
shoes, the shoes are controlling
her…

Santiago
by Andrey Koulev
(Bulgaria 2021, 16 min)
Somewhere in the North… A film
about the friendship between an
Inuit child and an old fisherman.
The story is inspired by Hemingway’s ‘The Old Man and the Sea’.
Steakhouse
by Špela Čadež
(Slovenia, Germany, France 2021,
10 min)
The steak has been marinating for
a few days now. The pan is heated. Franc’s stomach is rumbling.
But Liza’s co-workers surprise her
with a birthday party. Will she be
home on time?
the Stork / toonekurg
by Morten Tšinakov, Lucija Mrzljak
(Estonia 2020, 16 min)
While smoking on the balcony,
Citizen Stork is struck by a moment of clarity, in which he realises that he is not a person, but a
bird. At the same time, a man and
a woman are eating lunch. When
a cuckoo jumps out of the clock,
the man leaves the apartment in
a hurry. The woman and the stork
meet…

oct / thu

14

Short
DocUmentarY
FilmS
marathon

18.30

cin

a selection of short
documentary films from
albania, croatia, the
czech republic, hungary,
Poland, romania, Serbia
and Slovakia, 162 min

a tale of two Sisters
/ opowieść o dwóch siostrach
by Jakub Prysak
(Poland 2020, 16 min)
Two elderly sisters, Bożena and
Zofia, live next to each other in
two flats in a housing block. There
are two things that divide them —
the wall and completely different
political views.
God Was here
by Raluca Lupaşcu
(Romania, Netherlands 2020,
27 min)
85 years ago, a shepherd in the
Romanian village Maglavit saw
God and was able to perform miracles. Today, a young shepherd
living in the village is in desperate
need of a miracle that could cure
his brother.
love, Dad / milý tati
by Diana Cam Van Nguyen
(Czech Republic, Slovakia 2021,
13 min)
A short film about ties and gaps
between a child and a parent. The
author rediscovers letters that her
dad had written to her from prison. She decides to write back and
she puts in writing what could
not have been said: blaming him
for his family´s break-up but also
trying to understand him.

microcassette – the Smallest
cassette i’ve ever Seen
/ mikrokazeta – najmanja kazeta koju sam ikad video
by Igor Bezinović & Ivana Pipal
(Croatia, Serbia 2020, 19 min)
Among the garbage heaps of a
big landfill on a Croatian island,
Zoki uncovers a microcassette. A
close study of the discarded object serves as a tribute to chance
and the imagination.
my Uncle tudor / nanu tudor
by Olga Lucovnicova
(Hungary, Belgium, Portugal,
Moldova 2020, 20 min)
After 20 years of silence, Olga
travels back to the house of her
great-grandparents, where she
spent her childhood. The longawaited family reunion interferes
with her attempts to overcome
her childhood fears and confront
her uncle, who hid his double
personality for decades.
Stolen Fish
/ Kiedy zabraknie ryb
by Gosia Juszczak
(Poland 2020, 30 min)
Fish in the Gambian seas are being decimated by Chinese industrial fishing ships. The film follows

three Gambians who share their
personal stories of their daily
struggles, anger, hope and longing for their loved ones.
Where are You now?
/ Ku je tani?
by Eneos Çarka
(Albania 2020, 6 min)
A father sends well-wishing voice
messages to his son confined in
self-isolation far away from home
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Blue Frontier / Plava granica
by Ivan Milosavljević
(Serbia, Croatia 2020, 19 min)
The old man’s quest for a longawaited encounter with the big
fish that is hidden in the blue
Danube.
Project motherhood
by Lea Hanzelová, Michal Babinec
(Slovakia, Spain 2021, 10 min)
Lea is a first-time mom who has it
all – healthy kid, loving husband,
supportive family and a nice cosy
home, but the reality is that she
is exhausted, sleep-deprived,
feels trapped and struggles to be
happy.
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18.30

oct / wed

20

Short
Fiction FilmS
marathon
– north

nei

a selection of short fiction
films from the czech
republic, estonia, Poland
and Ukraine, 148 min

Beyond is a Day
/ Dalej jest dzień
by Damian Kocur
(Poland 2020, 25 min)
Paweł is a lonely man who works
on a small river ferry. Day after
day, he keeps doing the same
things until he meets Mohammad,
an illegal immigrant who he decides to help. Finally, Pawel has
someone he can talk to.
Dad’s Sneakers
/ Папині кросівки
by Olha Zhurba
(Ukraine 2021, 19 min)
These are the last hours of
13-year-old Sasha’s life in a
boarding school for children
without parental care. He is one
of the luckiest – an American
family has finally adopted him.
Today he will move to another
country forever but there’s something that holds him back.
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Delimitation / Vymezení
by Tereza Vejvodová
(Czech Republic 2020, 15 min)
A young woman is looking for
an apartment in a busy metropolis, while overcoming the
sense of alienation and trying to
find her place. As she explores
the spaces, a new meaning
through dance and pictures is
given to the seemingly banalities
of everyday life.
Fibonacci
by Tomáš Hubáček
(Czech Republic 2020, 8 min)
The human flock flows across
ondulating fields. An unenlightened hunter crosses its path. This
is an inspiring environmental
dance film or audiovisual meditation on Fibonacci patterns in the
landscape, herd behaviour,
film structure and music.
Kevin, no! / Kevin, ei!
by Leslie Laasner
(Estonia 2020, 17 min)
A bunch of juvenile gaming millionaires decide to organize an
adventurous summer camp on
an isolated island to enjoy their
favorite activity - surfing on their
phones.

my Dear corpses
/ mu kallid laibad
by German Golub
(Estonia 2020, 34 min)
Unexpectedly evicted from
his house, Erki faces a rather
difficult task of taking care of his
lonely mother. He’s forced into
becoming an undertaker. But the
situation is about to get a whole
lot worse, when Erki meets his
new colleague for whom it’s just
another day on the job.
the Dress / Sukienka
by Tadeusz Łysiak
(Poland 2020, 30 min)
Julia is short in stature and struggles with rejection and loneliness. She dreams of a relationship and physical intimacy with a
man. Unexpectedly, she meets a
handsome truck driver.

LOOKING FOR
FOR AN EVENT LOCATION?
LOOKING
LOCATION?
WWW.MELUSINA.LU
WWW.MELUSINA.LU
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oct / friday

CinEast 2021
Opening
Event

Vasko & The Uncles From The Dark (SI) live
The Opening concert of the 14th edition of the CinEast film
festival, taking place in Melusina Club, will present a first-ever
Luxembourg show of the band Vasko & The Uncles From The
Dark offering an uplifting blend of Balkan bop, gypsy swing
and various shades of Slavic rock. And that’s not all – an opening act and a DJ party after the live shows will round off the
night in Balkan style!
Getting off to a great start, Trio Dandy (FR) will delight you
with some of the best of Eastern European tunes. The three
musicians originating from bands like Fanfare Couche Tard
and Flying Orkestar will fascinate you with their traditional instruments, enchant you with their energy and charm you with
their slapstick humour. Quite the act!
The leader of Vasko & The Uncles From The Dark (SI) and
song-writer, Vasko Atanasovski, is one of the few Slovenian
musicians with an international reputation. He is well-known
for his collaborations with world-famous musicians (Hindi
Zahra, Living Colour, Vlatko Stefanovski, and others), as well
as his skilful mixing of numerous musical styles.
The roots of the band are in the Vasko Atanasovski Trio,
whose albums have received great reviews and made a big
impact on Slovenian music, and beyond. The ensemble has
toured widely through Eastern and Western Europe, as well
as China, India, Hong Kong, or Argentina.
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When a new band member joined the
trio, the group of the four renowned
Slovenian musicians was renamed to
Vasko & The Uncles From The Dark. Soon
they became known for their energetic
and even wild live performances.
The lyrics in English, Serbo-Croatian and
Slovenian are mainly about love, fuelled
with humour and original and witty metaphors. Armed with so many positive
musical vibes, the band is conquering rock, jazz and world music stages
worldwide.
After the live performance by Vasko and
his friends, the stage will be taken over by
DJ Grounchoo (FR) and his explosive set
of festive Eastern European music. From
his travels through the Balkans, he brings
a suitcase packed with colourful tones
mixing traditional elements with modern
rhythms and throwing in a mix of Balkan
beats, klezmer, tzigane, fanfare, čoček,
gypsy punk, turbo-folk, ska and more.
You can be sure that his energetic and
surreal madness from the Balkans will
enrapture you.

Trio Dandy (FR) live

The concert will take place at Melusina
Club, which according to current Covid
regulations is allowed to host events of
up to 300 people (standing).
The event will be organised with strict
respect for the ‘Covid Check’ protocol.
A selection of Eastern European dishes
will be available before and during the
concert.
Programme of the evening
19.30 Doors and food
20.30 Trio Dandy live
21.30 Vasko & The Uncles From The Dark live
23.00 DJ Grounchoo
Tickets

DJ Grounchoo (FR)
Main partner of the event

15/18 EUR (presale/doors)
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13
20.00

Van

oct / wednesday

CinEast night
@Vantage Bar

Funkier (RS) live
CinEast invites you to its first festival event at
the Vantage Bar with live music by Funkier, and
a selection of Eastern European dishes and
drinks.
Funkier is a collaborative initiative, with residency in both Serbia and Luxembourg that has started off as a street project in Italy in 2018. The collective centres around Andrija Hadžić (cajon and
vocals) and has in the meantime started to cross
national borders and enter the doors of cafes
and clubs in other countries. In joining festivals
and collaborations with many other professional
musicians the project has gained a lot of experience all around Europe. Funkier‘s mission is to
save old classic tunes from being buried in dust,
always interpreting them with a certain hint of
Funk & Soul.
Funkier is also involved in singer-songwriter
work that connects all their influences, mixing
them with their own music style, and that’s what
you’re going to experience from the stage of
Vantage Bar.
During the evening at Vantage, you will not only
treat your ears to great music, but also your
stomach! Traditional dishes and drinks from Eastern European countries will be served to complement the musical programme and round off
the night in CinEast style!
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music & Culinary Bites

Free entrance.
To book your table, please get in contact with
Vantage Bar via Facebook or email:
contact@vantage.lu
The event will be organised with strict respect
of the ‘CovidCheck’ protocol.
Organised in collaboration with

17
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oct / sunday

Pause with Ciné-concert

Kuba Więcek Trio (Pl) live
The CinEast film festival will once again enrich
your traditional jazzy matinée at Neimënster with
a touch of classic cinematography.
Despite his young age, the saxophonist and
composer Kuba Więcek is currently one of the
most recognised jazz musicians in Poland. His
distinctive style draws inspiration not only from
the world of jazz but also classical, electronic
and even rock music. His debut album Another
Raindrop was released in the prestigious “Polish
Jazz” series, which is normally reserved for the
most respected maestros of the genre, such as
Komeda, Kurylewicz or Stańko.
The winner of many awards (including the Polish
music industry’s Fryderyk Award) and regularly
performing all around the world, he has collaborated with great musicians such as Ralph Alessi,
Gilad Hekselman, George Garzone, and many
others.
Together with Michał Barański on double bass
and Łukasz Żyta on drums, the trio will play the
live soundtrack to the film Ménilmontant by the
Estonian director Dimitri Kirsanoff (1926). After
the movie, the ensemble will continue with a
selection of the trio’s most successful own compositions.

Band members
Kuba Więcek – saxophone
Michał Barański – double bass
Łukasz Żyta – drums
Tickets
6 EUR (presale/doors)
In collaboration & with the support of

The event will be organised with strict respect for
the ‘Covid Check’ protocol.
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by

oct / wednesday

Ciné-concert

Gregario (lU) live

CinEast in collaboration with Rotondes invites
you to a unique ciné-concert with Gregario, as
the band pays tribute to the Czechoslovak animation filmmaker, Jiří Trnka, with musical accompaniment for his last two works: The Hand and
Archangel Gabriel and Mistress Goose.
Under the moniker ‘Gregario’, David André deliberately is moving away from the maximalism that
characterised the sound of his previous band,
Mount Stealth, to piano-based compositions that
feel subdued and urgent at the same time. This
very stripped-down approach evokes moods
and atmospheres based on minimalist and melodic motives as played on the two EPs ‘Whistleblowers’ (2020) and ‘Nomads on Hold’ (2021).
For increased dynamic shifts, drum parts were
added to the sparse arrangements by Paul Fox,
thus adding texture to the recordings and live
settings.
The Hand / Ruka (Czechoslovakia 1965, 18 min)
Trnka’s last work is a powerful, deeply personal
allegory about the plight of the artist toiling under the restrictions of a totalitarian government.
This is the story of a simple sculptor who is
menaced by a giant, a disembodied hand that
forces him to bend to its will. It was banned by
the Communist censors for two decades, but
has since taken its place as a recognised masterpiece of animation.
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Archangel Gabriel and Mistress Goose
/ Archanděl Gabriel a paní Husa
(Czechoslovakia 1964, 29 min)
Adapted from a story in Boccaccio’s Decameron, this irreverent lampoon of religious hypocrisy set in medieval times mixes Christian
iconography with bawdy black humor to tell
the tale of a lusty Venetian monk who assumes
the guise of the Angel Gabriel to seduce a
married woman.
Tickets
10/12 EUR (presale/doors)
In collaboration with
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Flying Orkestar (FR) live
The Closing Event of CinEast 2021 edition has
an audacious programme: mixing the energy of
Eastern European music with the unpredictable
satire of the French band, Flying Orkestar,
topped off by Lazarus Soundsystem to bop you
into the wee hours!
Flying Orkestar are notorious for their explosive shows combining Balkan sounds, rock, funk,
hip-hop, latin, ska and folk injected with oriental tunes, and even a dash of electro. Since 2008,
the band has been conquering thousands of
hearts and Balkan music lovers across Europe from France to Slovenia and back. Known to
everyone in the Grande Region, the band has
also performed as the first act before the likes of
La Caravane Passe, Emir Kusturica and Dubioza
Kolektiv.
The 6 musicians will take the audience on a hilarious musical trip to Boukravia, a small imaginary
country in the Balkans, where festive music and
humour are the essence of life. Passionate about
rock and Balkan music, the musicians mix their
varied influences in an original blend of irresistible high energy tunes, sure to have everyone
out dancing and even trying out the band’s original choreography. Let the Balkan clarinet, saxophone, trumpet and accordion draw out your
best dance moves and the expressive voices and
colourful costumes hypnotise you…
into having fun!
And after their live show, the musicians will join
you on the dancefloor as the night continues
with a party led not just by one but two DJs from
lazarus Soundsystem! The founders of the

oct / friday

Closing Event

and lazarus

Soundsystem DJs (BE)

Muzk! Balkan Madness parties started mixing
Balkan & gypsy tunes with all kinds of world
music back in 2009. From Antwerp via many
decks on other European stages, they arrive in
Luxembourg with a suitcase bursting with the
best Balkan rhythms and their electronic
remixes.
The Closing Event will take place at Melusina
Club, which according to current Covid regulations is allowed to host events of up to 300 people (standing). The event will be organised with
strict respect for the ‘Covid Check’ protocol.
A selection of Eastern European dishes will be
available before and during the event.
Programme of the evening
19.30 - Doors & food
21.00 - Flying Orkestar live
23.00 – Lazarus Soundsystem DJs
Tickets
12/15 EUR (presale/doors)
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cineast
pro

ENCOUNTER WITH RADU JUDE
Sunday 24/10, 16.30, Neimënster
A filmmaker, but also a historian, an archaeologist, who is able to dig into the folds of untold histories,
a remarkable storyteller, who stages the drama of our historical unconsciousness. Radu Jude loves words,
lets them build and destroy the social bonds, makes of cinema a humanist forum of open questions, where
we understand through experience. And he will now speak directly to the CinEast’s audience. Starting
with his recently awarded Bad Luck Banging or Loony Porn, we will discuss his artistic works and passions
(talk with extracts of films moderated by Giuseppe Di Salvatore, filmexplorer.ch).
Radu Jude is an awardwinning Romanian director and screenwriter,
one of the most prominent personalities of contemporary Romanian
cinema. He graduated in film directing from the Media University
of Bucharest in 2003 and presented his satirical feature debut
The Happiest Girl in the World in 2009. Having received numerous
awards for films like Aferim! (Silver Bear at the Berlinale 2015), I Do Not
Care If We Go Down in History as Barbarians (Crystal Globe at Karlovy
Vary 2018), or Uppercase Print (2020), Radu Jude was also awarded
the Berlinale Golden Bear for Bad Luck Banging or Loony Porn this year.
See complete bio on page 8.
The event is open to the general public.
Tickets can be purchased on cineast.eventive.org.
CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
The 10th “LUXEMBOURG - CEEC” CO-PRODUCTION FORUM
will take place on Monday 18 October in the framework of the CinEast
festival in Neimënster cultural centre, this year once again in a hybrid
form with participants joining both inperson and online.
The event offers producers from Central and Eastern European coun
tries and Luxembourg a chance to meet and discuss opportunities
for future coproductions. Several ongoing coproduction projects
will be presented.
The forum is not open to the general public, but interested produ
cers and representatives of film institutions and industry can apply
by writing to festival@cineast.lu

in collaboration with ULPA and with the support
of Film Fund Luxembourg and Neimënster
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WORKS IN PROGRESS

As part of the Industry program
me of CinEast, this year the fes
tival hosts its firstever Workin
progress screening & presenta
tion of the coproduction film
The Beanie by Slobodan Maksi
mović. The screening, reserved
for professionals, but also open
to cinema students, is going to
take place on 20 October (16.30)
at the Cinémathèque, in the pre
sence of the director and other
members of the crew. Both pro
fessionals & students can reserve
a place via the Press&Pro page
on www.cineast.lu.

C

charity
project

For its 2021 Charity project
CinEast decided to support
the Lindenfeld Association in
a project helping institutionalised children and adolescents
in Romania.
The Lindenfeld Association was
established in 2013 as an organisation to support institutionalised
children. Under the educational programme Grow GREAT
(‘Ajungem Mari’) started in 2014,
volunteers are supporting 2,500
children and young people between 7 and 20 years of age on
their journey to become independent and responsible adults,
building their confidence in their
own abilities, developing skills
and instilling values for a healthy
and dignified life.

This educational programme involves many different projects all
around Romania. A recent project that awakened our interest is
being developed by a motivated group of volunteers in Gorj County
in the southern part of the country under the title “The School
in the Garden”. The project aims to offer children from a foster care
centre in Târgu Jiu and foster homes in Scoarța and Răchiți communes the chance to develop independent living skills. The School
in the Garden involves the creation of a “learning-by-doing laboratory” at the foster home in Scoarța. In the long run, the School in
the Garden will host educational activities that the volunteers of
Grow GREAT will continue to organise with groups of institutionalised children and adolescents.
CinEast has agreed with the Lindenfeld Association that the funds
collected during the festival will be invested to support the development of this project through the building of a pavilion to host future
workshops and classes for the children as well as to purchase some
furniture and technological equipment needed for these activities.
To support the CinEast charity project you can make a direct
donation or round up your payment when purchasing tickets on
cineast.eventive.org or put your contribution into one of our
piggy banks at the festival venues.
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T

ticketing
details

Golden rules:
• You are strongly advised to
buy tickets online at cineast.
eventive.org for both physical
events and online screenings.
• Buy together to sit together
– to avoid being seated separately from your companion(s),
buy your tickets in one transaction. To be seated together,
passholders can use their pass
to buy tickets for plus-ones.
• Prepare for the CovidCheck
– have your CovidCheck certificate ready. If you need to take
a quick test on site, please come
30 minutes before the screening.
Venue-specific rules:
• Neimënster – free seating
(please keep a distance of one
seat on on your left and right).
• Cinémathèque – numbered
seats. Passholders’ tickets
are available through
cineast.eventive.org but
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standalone tickets are sold
through luxembourg-ticket.lu.
• Kinepolis/Utopia – numbered
seats. A rapid test costs €2.50.
Other events & venues:
• Exhibitions - free entrance.
• Kids Show - free entrance.
• CinEast meets Cinema Paradiso
– usual tariff applies (€3.7O).
• Ancien Cinema – book your free
ticket on cineast.eventive.org.
• Ciné Starlight – passholders
should reserve their tickets directly via e-mail (info@cna.etat.lu).
Standalone tickets available via
cna.public.lu.
• Kulturfabrik – reservations:
inscriptions@kulturfabrik.lu.
• Kino Achteinhalb
Saarbrücken – reservations:
info@kinoachteinhalb.de.
Online cinema tickets:
Cineast.eventive.org
See details on page 19.

For questions about online
ticketing and the CinEast
Online Cinema, please check
the Frequently Asked
Questions on cineast.lu and
cineast.eventive.org. If you can’t
find your answer, please contact
us at ticketing@cineast.lu.
CovidCheck system
All the events of CinEast 2021
are organised under the CovidCheck rules. Access is reserved
to festival-goers who have been
vaccinated, have recovered or
tested negative (certified negative result or on-site self-test).
If you need a test, please come
30 minutes before the screening.
Children under 6 years of age
are exempt from these rules.
More information about CovidCheck is available here:
covid19.public.lu

cinemas /venues
CIN

NEI

Cinémathèque de la Ville
de Luxembourg
17, place du Théâtre, Luxembourg
www.cinematheque.lu
Neimënster
28, rue Münster, Luxembourg
www.neimenster.lu

UTO

Ciné Utopia
16, avenue de la Faïencerie, Luxembourg
www.kinepolis.lu

KIN

Kinepolis Kirchberg
45, avenue JF Kennedy, Luxembourg
www.kinepolis.lu

AC

Ancien Cinéma
23, Grand Rue, Vianden
www.anciencinema.lu

KUF

Kulturfabrik
116, rue de Luxembourg, Esch s/A
www.kulturfabrik.lu
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Kino Achteinhalb
Nauwieserstrasse 19, Saarbrücken
www.kinoachteinhalb.de

CNA

MEL
ROT

VAN

OC

Ciné Starlight
(Centre National de l'Audiovisuel)
1b, rue du Centenaire, Dudelange
www.cna.lu
Melusina
145, rue de la Tour Jacob, Luxembourg
www.melusina.lu
Rotondes
place des Rotondes
LuxembourgBonnevoie
www.rotondes.lu
Vantage Bar
163, rue de Beggen, Luxembourg
www.vantage.lu

Online Cinema
cineast.eventive.org

tickets & passes
Hybrid Pass: 30 €
(5 physical screenings + 5 online screenings)
Online Pass: 20 €
(5 online screenings)
Single Ticket:
 physical screenings: 7 €*
 online screenings: 5 €
*
screenings at Ancien Cinéma and the Kids Show are free
Fan Pack: 50 €
 hybrid pass + tshirt + poster + jar of ajvar
 bag or mug or bandana
VIP Pack: 99 €
 fan pack + concerts + vip invitations + exhibition catalogue
Thank you for supporting us by purchasing the packs!
Tickets, passes & packs are available at cineast.eventive.org
Kulturpass holders: please write to ticketing@cineast.lu

special events
Opening Event with Vasko & The Uncles
From The Dark & Trio Dandy & DJ Grounchoo
[Melusina 8/10]: 15/18 € (presale/doors)
CinEast Night @Vantage Bar with Funkier Project
[Vantage Bar 13/10]: free entrance
(table reservation required via contact@vantage.lu)
Pause with ciné-concert by Kuba Więcek Trio
[Neimënster 17/10]: 6 €
Ciné-concert by Gregario
[Rotondes 20/10]: 10/12 € (presale/doors)
Closing Event with Flying Orkestar &
Lazarus Soundsystem DJs
[Melusina 22/10]: 12/15 € (presale/doors)
Photography exhibition ‘Dreams of Escape’
[Neimënster 726/10]: free entrance

cineast team
Radek Lipka (festival director), Hynek Dedecius (artistic
director), Maciej Karczewski (financial manager), Anna
Sowada (events & guests coordinator), Ana Dishlieska-Mitova (publications & team support), Milena Debeljković
(programme coordinator), Grzegorz Kieliszczyk (ticketing
manager), Sofiya Kudryavtseva (print traffic manager),
Meri Sava (online cinema), Julia Osielczak (volunteers
coordinator), Jakub Kučera (programmer), Sarah Braun
(press), Lina Bosković (social media), Martyna Adamska
(project manager), Justyna Łuczak-Rzepkowska (Polish
programme), Dariusz Adamski (graphic design), Jiří Vlášek
(graphic design), Luca Piparo (technical support), Martin
Křemenák (webmaster), Iwona Księżopolska, Dörte Muß-Gorazd, Zsuzsanna Cser, Eszter Papp, Marina Seliškar,
Meelik Mallene, Heinrihs Puciriuss, Marina Elena
Tataram, Videlina Dimitrova, Malina Sirotic, Sébastien
Louis, Vitalijus Kiselius...

big thank you to all our volunteers!

www.cineast.lu

